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Abstract
At any stage of development, any organism is required to go through a learning
phase as a way to acquire and enhance certain skills. Similarly, legged robots
perform a learning phase to obtain basic skills before implementing them in real
specific applications. Walking skills are one of the first capabilities that need to be
learned, as this allows the robots to traverse their environment.

This thesis will focus on the learning to walk task for legged robots using machine
learning techniques. This task is aimed to develop framed optimal walking gaits
which typically concern the speed and stability. In brief, the framed optimal
walking gaits are obtained from a particular region in the search space which is
framed within the previous robot learning experience or history.

We found that the long deployment of the robot at the learning stage which
utilises machine learning techniques will eventually raise the significant impact of
wear and tear and it is undesirable for robots to be worn out just to perform the
learning task before they are deployed in. Typically ML techniques require
thousands of trials to find globally optimal solutions, however, this is not an
option for robot leam to walk approached since an average robot would be unable
to complete the trials intact. In relation to this issue, we propose a Directed
Evolutionary Algorithm Learning method - which we henceforth refer to as the
DEAL method. This method aims to direct the learning process by incorporating
the robot learning experience, and hence, to reduce the time period required for
the learning process to converge to a framed optimal solution. This will reduce the
deployment time of the robot and as a result, the learning process will have a
minimal impact on the wear and tear of the robot body and maximise the life of
the robot when it is deployed on specific applications.

We empirically conducted literature studies on the four-legged AIBO robot which
is a benchmark platform for the international robot soccer competition, RoboCup,

and ran the experiment within the same robot platform. The results of the
implementation of the DEAL method show that the learning lasts for shorter time
than the previous methods used by the University's RoboCup Robot Soccer Team,
UTS Unleashed! and as a result, in the long term, the robot productivity will
increase through the enhancement of its lifespan and thus its ability to perform
other tasks.

The objectives of future work will also address the significant factor of wear and
tear at any time during robot deployment. The benchmark of the experiment of
the DEAL method and associated experimental design will also be expanded to the
humanoid robots, the BIOLOID and the NAO robots.

Chapter 1 Introduction
The art of learning has emerged as an important area in artificial intelligence, and
one of its major applications is in the field of robotics. Many areas in robotics
research have utilised learning approaches. In early applications, researchers
developed the theoretical aspects of learning and implemented them to address
real problems. Both theoretical and practical approaches have shown that learning
can be successfully implemented in a wide range of areas in robotics, such as
perception, locomotion and planning.

In terms of locomotion, unlike wheel-driven robots where at any time all wheels
are normally in contact with the ground (the supporting coverage area is adequate
and always the same), leg-driven robots pose a variety of problems regarding the
supporting coverage area, as there may only be a few supporting legs at one time,
that is, legs in touch with the surface and able to support the weight of the robot.
In some situations, legged robots may only be supported by one leg, such as in the
case of a walking humanoid, and as a consequence, legged locomotion typically
generates more complex problems and challenges in comparison to wheeled
robots. Since walking gaits are needed for various kinds of applications and for
bio-inspired locomotion,

further research that addresses the outstanding

challenges needs to be undertaken.

In nature, living organisms, particularly when young, undergo a learning process
before obtaining competence in any particular activity. Some competencies are
learned within a short time after birth, but some are learned more slowly; for
example, a human child takes a considerable time to learn to walk. Similarly in
robotics, in order to develop an expert capability such as walking, legged robots
typically need to undertake a learning stage in order to acquire such capability.
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RoboCup is an internationally prestigious robot soccer event which is dedicated to
forging research advancement in robotics and to providing a universal test bed,
and which has become an excellent way to measure robotics research
achievement. The Legged League at RoboCup up to and including 2008 was
based on the Sony AIBO which is a 4-legged robot. An efficient and effective
walking capability is a fundamental skill for a 4-legged robot soccer team as it
allows the robots to position themselves in the soccer field and play soccer.
Walking speed plays a major role in developing a competitive robot soccer team.
The faster the robot gets to the ball, the more the chance it has to score goals. At
the same time, however, the robot has to maintain its balance in order to prevent it
from falling over. In addition, as the robot relies on its perception, instability
during walking will eventually degrade the robot perception. Thus, it is important
to develop optimal walking gaits which find an effective balance between the
speed and stability.

Not only is it important for the purpose of robot soccer, walking is also an
essential skill for any legged robot to achieve. In order to traverse within the
environment, robots have to develop an optimal walk. If a time restriction is
applied - for instance, the robot has to commute to a certain point within a given
time - walking speed becomes very important and body stability needs to be
sustainable during the walk.

Hence, for a wide range of applications, learning to walk is an interesting and
important task to study and this thesis will focus on how to develop framed
optimal walking gaits through learning techniques.

The thesis focuses on developing walking gaits within a static environment and
the learning benchmark assesses various machine learning techniques. Problems
of robot learning, which are concerned with more complex tasks, such as task
performances including task expansions and environmental adaptability (e.g.,
adapting to even and uneven terrain problems) will be excluded in this thesis.
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There are two key elements that contribute to the learning process: the first is the
hardware aspects of the robot and the second is the machine learning technique to
be used. In addition, the learning is concerned with the locus gaits of the walk as it
determines the quality of the results. The locus of a gait is the representation of
points in the walking trajectories which plot each edge position of a moving foot.
A simple illustration of the locus of one leg can be seen in Figure 1.1, below.

Figure 1.1 Foot Locus cited in (Hebbel et al. 2005)

During the walk, the leg pattern will follow a rectangle locus as the leg moves and
the complete trajectories of all the legs motion will constitute the walking gaits.
Several gait patterns have been developed, such as trot and pace, and typically
they are inspired by nature. In real implementation, however, the gaits are
performed within different loci by configuring the sequence of each leg.

In the hardware aspect, several of the robot joints serve to fulfill walking
purposes. Each joint, which is typically driven by motors, corresponds to a
specific parameter value, and by configuring the sequence of all the joints’
parameters, the robot can walk. Finding the optimal configuration of those
parameters to achieve optimal speed and reliable stability becomes a challenging
task as possible parameter configurations are vast. In addition, the criteria to
determine the optimal solutions for speed and stability are not implicitly
expressible. In other words, the search space landscape, in which the candidate
solutions lie, is not smooth, but rather it is typically large, noisy and contains
several local maxima. Furthermore, the assessment process requires that the
candidate solutions are tested in the robot by walking with them so that they can
be measured and assessed relative to the other candidate solutions. The more
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candidate solutions there are to be assessed the more the robot is required to walk,
and as a result, motors degrade over time with wear and tear. The robot wear and
tear has a significant impact not just on the reduced lifetime of the robot but also
on the learning process.

A key point of the learning aspect which is an important element of most machine
learning approaches is optimisation. It embodies the element of seeking for
improvement and an optimal solution according to some criteria. Seeking
improved solutions requires the generation and assessment of a set of candidate
solutions which equates to the creation of a search space and an optimal solution
is associated with the goal of the task which is defined as the objective function.
Typically, this objective function will then be used as the assessment criterion for
a range of candidate solutions in order to find the optimal solution. This objective
function is mapped into fitness function in the form of a predefined numerical
measure for a specific problem. During the learning process, the learning
technique should guarantee diverse and adequate search spaces, to allow
exploitation of any potential solution. On one hand, some search problems may
contain a large and sometimes infinitive search space. On the other hand, some
learning techniques solely rely on a monotone search technique in which the
search process is run by only selecting the best fit candidate solutions and
disregarding the least fit candidate solutions. This monotone search technique
typically utilises deterministic approaches in the search process. As a result,
within a large search space and a monotone search technique, the search process
may require a considerable amount of time to converge to optimal solutions. The
longer the time spent at the learning phase, the more significant is the wear and
tear on the robot. Hence, the obtained solutions are bounded within restricted
search space, that is, framed optimal solutions. There are major advantages,
therefore, to finding the framed optimal solution faster, and in the case of leam to
walk machine learning techniques, the learning process should be carried out in a
very limited time to reduce the impact of wear and tear.
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Regardless of the significant use of machine learning in walking gait generation,
the hand tuning approach has, in fact, been prevalent in this task, and nearly all
learning to walk approaches still employ the hand tuning method at the
initialization stage. Unlike machine learning approaches, where the learning
occurs in the machines, the hand tuning approach requires the human to direct the
learning process. The downside is that hand tuning approaches suffer from the
major problem of human fatigue as humans manually analyse and search for the
finest gaits. At this point, machine learning offers advantages in reducing this
problem, by not only automating the search but also optimising its process. In
other words, machine learning tends to lead to favourable solutions in the sense of
reduced human fatigue and improved solutions, that is, faster and more stable
walks. Hence, developing walking gaits by utilising machine learning techniques
are more favourable than the hand tuning approach for this main reason, and we
do not promote the hand tuning approach to solving the problem in the learning to
walk task.

Within the two aforementioned major aspects that play pivotal roles in the
learning process, i.e., the hardware and machine learning technique aspects, there
are only a few machine learning techniques that are commonly used in generating
walking gaits, and they can be divided into four major classifications:
reinforcement learning, evolutionary algorithms, hybrid-based learning and
standard search-based approaches. These four major approaches offer advantages
and disadvantages and have been adopted and developed further by several
researchers who participate in the 4-legged robot soccer league competition or
who adopt them purely for research purposes. This thesis provides an insightful
analysis to those approaches and specifically highlights the study on the learningbased evolutionary algorithm as the basis of the proposed learning approach
which is designed to reduce wear and tear on the robot during the training,
learning and testing exercises.
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The literature studies have shown that evolutionary-based learning is typically
more favourable than the other four learning methods. Of the aforementioned two
aspects, the hardware aspect raises issues on hardware problems. At the learning
phase, robots are required to walk in an adequate walking distance within a certain
time in order to find optimal walking gaits. The more candidate solutions that are
identified and tested, the more the robot is required to walk in order to find the
best fit solution, which hence decreases the robot deployment time due to the
wear and tear during the learning to walk exercises. This situation eventually
leads to a significant impact on the robot’s lifetime. It is not desirable for the robot
to be worn out just performing the learning task. Our proposal addresses this
problem by directing the learning process to a solution faster. In other words, it
aims to obtain a framed optimal solution within a shorter time, thus leading to an
increased deployment time to perform the task, i.e., the real soccer matches.

Considering the aforesaid challenge, we propose an approach to solving the
problems that exist in the learning to walk task called Directed Evolutionary
Algorithm Learning, or DEAL. The ultimate goal of the proposal is to direct the
learning process in order to obtain a faster convergence towards framed optimal
solutions in a shorter period of learning time so as to reduce the wear and tear on
the robot. The framed optimal solution is acquired from a particular region in the
global search space which is framed within the previous robot learning experience
or history. In other words, the learning scenario utilises the robot’s learning
experience to supervise the learning process which constitute to the robot’s
learning experience guided search, i.e., the maintenance of the region in the search
space and the evolutionary algorithm learning technique finds the local optimal
solution inside this region. Hence, through framing the search space, the learning
process will observe and evaluate lesser candidate solutions and thus, the learning
time is reduced.

Shortening the learning process will increase the robot deployment time by
minimising the effects of robot wear and tear. In the long term, the benefit is an
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increase in productivity through enhancement of the robot’s lifespan and therefore
the capacity to perform other tasks in the application domain.

The thesis is divided into five chapters and the overview of the structure of all the
chapters is described below.

Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature and the relevant background
knowledge for the rest of the thesis. First it presents an overview of the definition
of learning, both in general, and from the perspective of robotics. Then, reasoning
on why learning is important in particular robot applications, it is followed by an
exposition of issues regarding learning in robotics. An overview of the
optimisation aspect of machine learning, and a description of a variety of learning
methods that have been studied and developed, is also presented. The second
gives a brief introduction to legged robot mechanisms, particularly the four-legged
AIBO robot. It is mainly concerned with the hardware aspects of the robot that
will be used in the experiment and also provides possible challenges regarding the
hardware problem, i.e., the robot wear and tear. The third point focuses on locus
gaits used both in nature and in walking robot application. It discusses the
differences in the implementation of gaits in animals and in walking robots and
also on how the loci are implemented on the robot legs during the walk. The
fourth point concerns the robot soccer domain which gives a conceptual
architecture of robot soccer and examines aspects of why walking is an important
element in a competitive robot soccer team. Finally, the last point considers the
learning to walk task. We thoroughly explore the problems and the literature
related to approaches to solving these problems. Some basic concepts of the
learning proposal, which derive from the literature, are also presented, and some
restrictions to the software framework that will be used in the experiment are
considered.

Chapter 3 contains a description of the proposed methodology. The first part of
this chapter explains the theoretical aspects of the DEAL proposal. This includes
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three main elements: the Evolutionary Algorithm, the Domain Range Prover and
the Database History. The Evolutionary Algorithm element contains a description
of the type of gene representation, the size of the initial population and the genetic
operators that will be used later. The Domain Range Prover element provides a
description

of functionalities

of all

important

components

along

with

terminologies that will be used. The last element, the Database History, provides a
description of its functionality and the procedure for collecting the elements of the
history from the robot learning experience. The second part describes the
experimental installation and its stages, which are comprised of two phases. The
description of both phases includes the procedures for collecting comparison data
from two different approaches and potential elements which will be placed into
the Database History.

Chapter 4 gives the results of the experiments achieved in the two phases. The
first phase contains the results of two learning approaches obtained from the Hill
Climbing experiment and the standard Genetic Algorithm experiment. Each phase
contains several graphs which illustrate the fitness landscape of the search space
followed by the overall performance of all learning results. The second phase
provides the evaluation results based on the procedure set up in Chapter 3, and
these results will be the elements of the Database History. This phase also
concludes the experiment results of the proposed DEAL method which contains
the fitness landscape of the search and its overall speed performance. This chapter
also provides analysis and evaluation of the results of the first and the second
experiment phases and also examines whether the proposed method successfully
achieves the goal.

Chapter 5 is divided into three sections. The first section presents the conclusions
of the overall achievement of the experiments and how the results would benefit
the field. The two last sections provide a description of future work which will be
concerned with two aspects, the DEAL method and the robot platform. The first
development discussed in the second section mainly stresses the advancement of
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the proposed DEAL method. The last section discusses further expansion to
different robot platforms, the BIOLOID and the NAO humanoid robots. This
section points out on how DEAL method could be applied to humanoid robots and
also briefly describes the preliminary results of the on-going work, including
literature reviews on the walking implementation on the humanoid robot and the
complete research plan.
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Chapter 2 Learning to Walk for Legged Robots
This chapter is divided into six separate sections which mainly discuss important
elements of the learning to walk task. The first three sections give an overview of
learning definitions and typical learning approaches used in constructing walking
gaits followed by a brief introduction to the typical mechanism and locus gaits of
legged robots. The fourth section describes the important role of walking skills in
an international game task, such as a robot soccer competition. The following
section highlights several key elements in developing walking gaits through
machine learning approaches. Finally, section six focuses on the literature and
studies related to different approaches to problem-solving. It also provides an
overview of our proposed solution which will be further explained in Chapter 3.

2.1

Learning

According to Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary, learning is defined as ‘1: the act or
experience of one that learns 2: knowledge or skill acquired by instruction 3:
study or modification of behavioral tendency by experience’ (learning: MerriamWebster Online Dictionary). Learning in machines is associated with computer
programming and it is defined as the processes to improve performance
automatically through experiences (Mitchell 1997). Similarly, Nilsson defines
learning as changes to internal structures, programs, or data in response to
external information and within those changes, which eventually may lead to the
improvement of future performance (Nilsson 1997). Herbert Simon also defines it
as changes in a system that allow improvement in performance within the same
tasks or different tasks populated from the same domain (Luger 2008). In relation
to a robotics application, learning is the action taken in order to improve task
performance while reducing mistakes through experience (Bekey 2005). It can be
seen that experience implicitly maps the practical response of an internal system
towards external states which are ultimately affecting the learning progress.
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There are several reasons why learning is important for machines, including
robots and Nilsson (1997) mentions that the achievements in machine learning
may have introduced a better understanding of how animals and humans leam.
The author cites several important motives from an engineering point of view. The
author points out that humans can hardly specify input and output pairs perfectly;
hence, machines are required to adjust their internal structures through implicitly
approximating the relationship between the output and the samples given by
humans. Besides humans often produce machines that do not function as desired
in a given situation, and sometimes failure to consider environment characteristics
during the design process hampers the machine’s functionality. Furthermore,
knowledge is dynamic and humans constantly discover new knowledge.
Moreover, a large amount of explicit encoding is required to represent the
knowledge of certain tasks, and, with learning, a machine can gradually improve
and capture this knowledge. Machine learning can also capture changes occurring
in the environment and adapt to them. Another advantage is that machine learning
can be used to extract important relationships and correlations which are hidden
within large data. Machine learning, therefore, can be used to improve the design.

In robotics particularly, Bekey (2005) briefly mentions three reasons why learning
is important. The first is that robots should have the capacity to leam skills that
correspond to tasks that are not easy to pre-program. The second is that
information is not always complete, as robots rely on their own perception.
Thirdly, robots should have the capability to adapt to the environment, which is
dynamic and changes constantly.

It can be seen that learning is a crucial and important aspect of intelligence to be
implemented in robotics. It allows robots to improve their skills through
knowledge extraction captured from the environment in which they are situated,
and from their own mechanisms, including the robot’s previous experience.
Eventually, it may improve robot performance.
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There are two major classifications regarding learning application in robotics:
machine learning and robot learning, which have major differences. Machine
learning conceives the problems in internal systems and determines how to obtain
an optimised result from the current state, whilst robot learning embraces all
aspects, i.e., the robot itself, its environment and the tasks, as an inherent entity
(Nehmzow 2000). In robot learning, the learning occurs within robot systems,
whereas in machine learning, the computer replaces robot systems (Bekey 2005).
However, machine learning and other related areas, such as psychological
learning and animal learning (Sim, Ong & Seet 2003), have contributed to robot
learning development.

As this thesis focuses on machine learning for walking gait generation,
optimisation is an essential element in most learning approaches (Bennett &
Parrado-Hemandez 2006). According to Goldberg (1997), optimisation is
composed of two meanings: (1) seeking for improvement and (2) optimal point.
There is an intersection between seeking for improvement and problem solving as
a search method. In relation to developing walking gaits, configurations of joints
which constitute walking gaits are gathered in a search space and the goal state
lies on the optimal point within the search space. The goal state is the mapping of
the objective functions into the fitness function criterion. The search will be
iterated and it will include assessing the fitness function of all candidate solutions
within the search space (fitness landscape). The search will be terminated once the
best fit candidate solution is met. An illustration of this concept can be seen in
Figure 2.2, below.
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Seeking for Improvement
Optimal Point

Search

Search Space

Termination
Criteria

Goal State

Objective
Function

Figure 2.2 Concept of Optimisation in Machine Learning for Walking Gait Generation
Application

In computer science, the terminology of search has three different meanings:
search for stored data, search for paths to goals and search for solutions in a
search space (Mitchell 1996). Search for stored data focuses on how to retrieve
information effectively from stored data in the memory. Search for paths to goals
spotlights the importance of efficiently finding the complete set of actions which
starts from a known initial state, and that the execution of the actions leads to a
specific given goal state. Many Artificial Intelligence (Al) problems typically use
Al tree-search based techniques which encode candidate solutions into a search
tree. Finally, the search for solutions has a wider scope than both of the other
search meanings. It focuses on efficiently finding a solution to a problem within a
large range of candidate solutions in a large search space. Hence, the concept of
optimisation regarding machine learning application for walking gait generation is
strongly focused on the search for solutions.

Regardless of its advantages, however, in practical terms, machine learning has to
deal with the problematic search in which the search traverses a wide range of
fitness landscape. The texture of the fitness landscape varies and it contains
several foothills (local maxima), plateaus and ridges (Coppin 2004; Mitchell
1997).
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Local extrema constitute both the local minimum and maximum while global
extrema consist of the global minimum and maximum. Figure 2.3 below depicts
the two-dimension illustration of both local and global extrema.

Global Maximum
Local Maximum

Local Minimum

Global Minimum

Figure 2.3 Local and Global Extrema

A local maximum is a state which offers a better solution than all its close
neighbours, but does not guarantee that it is better than other states farther away;
hence the solution typically is not globally optimal. This local maximum sits on
the top of a suboptimal region. In contrast, global maxima are states that propose
the best solutions among all states. These states may contain several best solutions
and the states may be located in the same optimal region or separated.

A plateau represents the flat area within the search space in which all the
neighbouring states offer the same fitness value. Its illustration can be seen in the
figure below.
--------MAXIMUM

Figure 2.4 Plateau (Coppin 2004, p. 102)
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A ridge is a type of local maximum in which the surrounding direction proposes
similar fitness value and it has a slope. However, there is one direction which
would lead to the global optimum. Figure 2.5 illustrates a sample of the ridge
surface.

Figure 2.5 Ridge Surface (Coppin 2004, p. 102)

In this figure, point B is higher than point A. The search direction which directs
toward point B will lead to the global optimum.

In the previous chapter, it was mentioned that the focus of the thesis is on machine
learning and we will therefore look further at several typical machine learning
approaches used in developing walking parameters. The classification of these
learning approaches can be seen in Figure 2.6, below.

Machine Learning — Optimisation
for Walking Gait Generation Purpose

Reinforcement
Learning

Genetic
Algorithm

Evolutionary
Algorithm

Standard
Search

Evolutionary
Programming

Evolutionary
Strategies

Hybrid
Approaches

Artificial Neural
Networks

Figure 2.6 Learning Approaches for Walking Gaits Generation Purpose
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The rest of this section explores the theoretical aspects of the Reinforcement
Learning,

Evolutionary

Algorithm,

Standard-based

Search

and

Hybrid

Approaches.

2.1.1 Reinforcement Learning
Instead of having humans as the learning supervisor, the environment where the
robots are situated plays the role of supervisor. Through interaction with the
environment and feedback from robot sensors, the robot leams. Practically, robots
observe the state of the environment through sensors and, based on this
observation, a robot decides which actions to execute in order to alter its current
state. This principle relies on the state-action pairs, in which the learning will
proceed to a new action, based on the current state of the robot in the
environment. Thus, it is pre-requisite that the environment is observable, or in the
case of a robot is perceivable.

This technique is comprised of several elements: a learning policy, a reward
function, a value function and the most recent development is a model of
environment (Luger 2008; Sutton & Barto 1998).
Learning Policy
The learning policy is responsible for mapping the perceived state of the input
data obtained from the robot environment from actions taken in response to the
related states. A stimulus response principle may reflect this mechanism as the
policy is developed through the robot’s cause-and-effect responses to the stimulus,
which rely principally on the robot’s sensors as the means of capturing the
changes occurring in the environment. In other words, the response of the robot to
the environment will change the current state of the robot as each action is
actively monitored through the sensors.
Reward Function
The reward function is the mapping of state-action pairs that determine which
actions are appropriate for certain states. Each reward, which is the immediate
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desirability of the related environmental state, is pre-determined and this function
may change during real-time interaction.
Value Function
Unlike the reward function, the value function represents the cumulative reward
obtained from the accumulation of subsequent actions performed in the long term.
The function poses the future predictions of the state-action pairs. By means of
reward, the learning robot can make an estimation of the value function to the
task. Both the reward and value functions contribute to the credit assignment issue
which determines whether the robot will be rewarded or punished. Assigning
credits to an action considers two types of rewards: deterministic and stochastic.
In the deterministic case, the reward has only one fixed value for each state-action
pair, while the stochastic one contains the probability of reward values for each
state-action pair.
Environmental Model
This element is a recent development and is useful in determining the faults in the
credit assignment and the plan of action. Learning no longer depends on pure trial
and eiTor actions and hence the diagnostic accuracy of future actions is increased.
Through this modeling, it allows the learning to be more structured and wellplanned. An illustration of the learning structure can be seen in Figure 2.7, below.

Environment

-

States

Reward Function

Actions

*
Learning Robot

Figure 2.7 Structure of Interaction between a Learning Robot and its Environment

Each action is awarded a reward based on either its temporal achievement or the
final goal (Alpaydin 2004; Luger 2008; Mitchell 1997; Sutton & Barto 1998). By
exploring possible actions, robots can discover a policy that maps which actions
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propose most rewards for specific goals and which do not. Luger (2008) and
Sutton & Barto (1998) have identified two important distinguishing features of
reinforcement learning: trial-and-error and delayed reinforcement. With the trialand-error feature, each action will be rewarded immediately; with delayed
reinforcement, each action obtains a reward once the goal is attained. In addition
to the delayed reinforcement, the learning may have several temporary goals and
each action is rewarded after a temporary goal is reached. The final reward is
eventually the accumulation of those rewards. A major difference between these
two features is that delayed reinforcement promotes the importance of exploiting
what has been learned while the trial-and-error search emphasis is on the
exploration and typically does not consider exploiting what has been learned.

It can be inferred that to achieve an optimised policy, the learning process does
not only explore each possible action through trial-and-error search, but it also has
to be capable of exploiting what has been learned through delayed reinforcement.
One challenge that arises within this learning approach is how to decide whether
to exploit a possible action which is known from past experience to perform well
or to explore other new possibilities in order to achieve the greatest reward.

2.1.2 Evolutionary Algorithm
Evolutionary algorithm (EA) encompasses a number of algorithms which simulate
various aspects of evolution and they share the same fundamental commonality:
reproduction, random variation, competition and the selection of competing
individuals in a population (Back, Fogel & Michalewicz 2000). Instead of
working on single solutions, these algorithms are capable of working on
populations of individual solutions, which means this type of algorithm may
perform parallel mechanisms. In general, it typically comprises three properties:
the population of individuals or candidate solutions which are potential candidates
being chosen to be parents of the next generation; descendants of individuals
(offspring) which are generated through a randomised process by means of
genetic operators; and fitness function values which determine the evaluation
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criterion (Back, Fogel & Michalewicz 2000). The structure of an evolutionary
algorithm is depicted in the figure below.
Objective
Function

Initial
Population

Updated
Population

Optimized

Best
Individuals

Genetic Operators
Figure 2.8 Structure of an Evolutionary Algorithm

The basic principle is that the EA maintains a population or group of candidate
solutions within a uniform structure that allows an evolving scenario to take place
based on search operators or genetic operators. Typically, an individual is
represented in the form of bit strings (binary-valued representation) or real
numbers (real-valued representation) and each individual receives fitness values
distributed among the population, while the reproduction process measures and
generates offspring which can be used for further generation. This process is
iterated until adequate solutions are obtained.
There are typically five categories of termination criteria which are derived from
the objective functions of the scenario (Engelbrecht 2007). The first criterion is
when a predetermined maximum number of iterations has been achieved. The
maximum number of iterations should allow the algorithm to explore an adequate
search space in order to obtain the optimal solutions. This criterion is usually
applicable when the algorithm fails to converge and the objective is to evaluate
the best solution within a limited time period. Second, there is no improvement
over a number of generations. This termination condition can be measured based
on the degree of improvement. If the average change of position is small or the
changes are not significant then the search is terminated. The third criterion is
when there is no change in the population level. This condition is strongly related
to the second criterion in which small changes to the individual level will
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eventually introduce less significant change to the whole population. Hence, the
search would require a longer period to converge. Fourth, an acceptable solution
has been attained. If the criterion of a solution to be accepted is too strict, the
search will never terminate unless a time restriction is imposed. The fifth criterion
is the objective function slope, which is approximately zero. This criterion utilises
information of the search space in determining whether the search is still making
progress or not.

The evolution scenario in EA is governed by three common genetic operators:
reproduction, recombination and mutation, which mimic the genetic operations
found in biological evolution. Reproduction mainly concerns the selection
procedure, which emphasises the fitness level of an individual. The higher the
fitness value of a candidate, the more chance it has of being selected.
Reproduction plays a role in the exploitation process while recombination and
mutation contribute to the exploration process which discovers heuristically new
individuals (candidate solutions).

Selection
This operator is responsible for determining which individuals are‘besf and will
be selected for the next generation (parents). Before selection proceeds, each
individual will be assigned different fitness values based on their reproduction
probability which will be used as a criterion of the selection process afterward.
This operator does not create any new solution; instead it reproduces different
combination of solutions by copying one or more good solutions and placing them
into a population by deleting inferior solutions (Back, Fogel & Michalewicz
2000).

In the selection process, higher fitness determines the probability of

selection, but each operator undertakes different ways of selecting better
solutions. Some operators employ deterministic approaches and some use
probability distribution. Within a small initial population, a limited number of best
solutions are sometimes only representable in a suboptimal region and if
deterministic selection operators are used, this situation will be magnified and
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may lead to the loss of diversity in the population search. At this stage, the
algorithm may easily convergence prematurely to local maxima (Seffioui, Periaux
& Ganascia 1996). Unlike deterministic operators, probabilistic selection
operators introduce a number of inferior solutions intended to maintain diversity
in the population. Thus, the EA prevents a swift decision which may lead to
incorrect solutions.

The selection procedures are crucial and the three major selection procedures that
are typically used are: proportional selection with sampling algorithms;
tournament selection; and rank-based selection. These three procedures are briefly
described below:

(i) Proportional Selection with Sampling Algorithm
The first stage requires mapping the objective function into fitness functions then
creation of a probability distribution proportional to the fitness function, and from
there drawing the sample of individuals in the final stage. In designing the
objective function, there are several aspects that should be addressed (Back, Fogel
& Michalewicz 2000). The authors state that the process must:
(a) Contain a relevant measurement to the problem;
(b) Maintain regularity over the selected representation;
(c) Have adequate information to drive the selective pressure.

A problem of similar fitness value assignment may occur when all individuals are
dominated by the best individuals; hence, the selective pressure is very low and
may result in the loss of better individuals. The most common way to overcome
this problem is by introducing a fitness scaling technique (Back, Fogel &
Michalewicz 2000). Its main objective is to maintain the productivity of selective
pressure. It is implemented by emphasising small differences in the objective
values, which means the objective values may be segmented or divided based on a
certain criterion; for instance, the fitness function is classified based on timevarying transformations.
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The next stage is to define the probability distribution proportional to the assigned
fitness values. This probability distribution determines the chance of one
individual being selected for reproduction.

The last stage is to draw the samples of individuals using sampling methods. The
most common sampling method used is roulette-wheel sampling or stochastic
sampling with replacement. The probability distribution defines the roulette-wheel
and each slice’s width is relative to the selection probability of one individual. At
a specific side, a pointer is mounted facing towards the wheel. The sampling
process is then represented by spinning the wheel and the pointed slice is then
collected. Another newly-developed method is stochastic universal sampling. The
essential principle is still the same, but this sampling method introduces space
pointers which represent the total number of individuals to be selected in one
spinning, and the distance is determined by a randomly generated number within a
certain range.

(ii) Rank-based Selection
The selection probability criterion solely depends on the order of fitness ranking
of individuals in the active population. Hence, the selection pressure can be
maintained even though the objective function is very narrow. Regardless of
objective value, each best individual always receives the same selection
probability. One individual with superior objective value cannot therefore
completely occupy the population within one generation. In other words,
premature convergence can be possibly prevented within the ranking method.

After assigning fitness values, the next stage is determining selection probability.
The first method is linear ranking which assigns the probability of each individual
proportional to its rank. The simplest way to implement this is by assigning the
rank of zero to the least fit individuals and the rank of n total number of
population size minus one to the most fit individuals. The second method is
nonlinear ranking which assigns the probability of each individual based on its
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rank. The proportion has more configurations compared to the linear one. It can be
the square of the rank or the geometric distribution of ranking (aggressive forms
of ranking). The last three methods used in assigning fitness values are {p parents,
X offspring), {pi parents + X offspring) and threshold selection. Both {pi parents, X
offspring) selection and (ju parents + X offspring) selection utilise deterministic
selection methods. In {pi parents, X offspring), n number of offspring is obtained
from each parent after the application of mutation or recombination, and the best
of them are retained for the selection process. In other words, the selection solely
takes place in X offspring and their parents are left out regardless of how good
their fitness values are. The simple mathematical formula is
X offspring - ( £ offspring ). p parents.......................... Equation 2.1
where:

(X °ffsPr^nS) >

1 or X = n.p and n > 1

The {p parents, X offspring) selection method is a close relative to threshold or
truncation selection with a slight difference on an additional truncation threshold.
Each individual’s members are perturbed with a constant value, normally in the
range of 10 - 50 percent. All individuals above the truncation threshold will have
the chance to produce offspring while the rest are discarded (Back, Fogel &
Michalewicz 2000).

In {pi parents + X offspring) selection, the best p parents are sorted from the
combination of both p parents and X offspring and the number of X offspring is
more than one offspring per generation. In order to maintain the population size, X
offspring that is worse than the union of p parents and X offspring will be thrown
out (Beyer & Schwefel 2002).

(iii) Tournament Selection
The basic principle in tournament selection is that a group of n individuals in a
population is randomly selected and this group will be entered into a tournament
to select the winner, which will be selected according to the fitness value. The
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number of individuals in one group constitutes the size of the tournament, called
tournament size. The selection is usually deterministic in that it chooses the best
individuals with high fitness value. However, in some cases, the selection can use
a stochastic method. The tournament will be repeated several times and each
tournament will produce a winner to be inserted into the new population. The
process is iterated until the complete set of a new population is obtained.

In any typical EA implementation, the first genetic operator to be used is the
selection operator and the most common selection schemes are proportionate and
tournament selections (Rothlauf 2006).

Recombination
The recombination or crossover operator takes two individuals in the current
population as the parents. The natural course of reproduction is divided into two
categories, asexual and sexual reproduction. In asexual reproduction, the
organisms produce offspring from one single parent while in sexual reproduction,
two individuals mate to produce offspring. The crossover operator mimics the
natural course of sexual reproduction. From this operation, one new pair of
offspring, as the copy of selected bits from each parent (binary representation),
will be produced. Single-point crossover, two-point crossover, uniform crossover
and random crossover are the most common crossover operators used in binarybased representation and they share the same principle of utilising the crossover
mask (Mitchell 1997). This crossover mask, which is a set of additional strings,
determines which bit of each parent will be contributed to the offspring. The
illustration of the crossover process can be seen in Figure 2.9, below.
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Figure 2.9 Recombination or Crossover Operator

As the figure depicts, the recombination employing single-point crossover selects
the first four bits from the first parent and the last four bits from the second parent.
For the first child, A, parent A contributes its first four bits and parent S
contributes the last four bits. In this case, parent A is the first parent and parent S
is the second parent. Similarly, the second child, S, obtains its first four bits from
parent S as the first parent and its last four bits from parent A as the second parent.

Mutation
The next genetic operator is mutation, which emulates asexual reproduction in
biology, and creates one descendant from a single parent by changing the value of
the chosen bit. The illustration of the mutation process and the results can be seen
in Figure 2.10, below.
Individuals

Mutation

10101100

Randomsed

98.25

Results
Binary represented
11.79

Real represented

Figure 2.10 Mutation Operator
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In the binary-based representation, mutation can be done by flipping the value of
one random bit while in the real-based representation; each individual’s member
is modified with additional constant values.

Having discussed the genetic operators that are commonly used in EA, the next to
consider are its three mainstream instances which share some basic utilities with
those three operators. These three instances are Evolutionary Programming (EP),
Evolution Strategies (ES) and Genetic Algorithm (GA). The basic differences
between them are that in GA, the search operator emphasises recombination or
crossover with a less significant mutation effect. ES highlights mutation and
recombination as the important search operators. EP does not undergo
recombination among individuals, but incorporates only mutation as the main
search operator.

2.1.2.1 Evolutionary Programming
Evolutionary programming (EP), which was first introduced by Fogel in the mid1960s, is a stochastic optimisation method with emphasis on seeking to imitate
genetic operators as they are found in nature. EP is really suitable for optimisation
problems where fitness of landscape, which is the representation of all possible
individuals in space along with their fitness level, is not uniform, or the fitness
landscape contains many local optima, that is, solutions which are premature and
do not offer best solutions. The sequence of EP decomposes into three main steps
which are initiated with the generation of initial populations. At this stage, the
number of initial populations determines the speed of the optimisation process;
however, the number of members of an initial population has no distinct criterion.
These individuals are then replicated and each of them is mutated through a
mutation operator according to mutation distribution. The parents and offspring
are placed together in one single population and are then assigned fitness values
(De Jong 2006). Selection operators are then imposed to select the individuals to
be retained. Stochastic tournament selection is usually used to determine the
number of populations which will be kept. This process is iterated until
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appropriate solutions are obtained. In practical terms, there are two points that are
related to this approach: the first is the selection operator does not necessarily use
stochastic methods but deterministic approaches can be applied, and the second is
that it is not a prerequisite that each parent must produce one offspring and
maintain a constant population size.

2.1.2.2 Evolution Strategies
The idea of Evolution Strategies (ES) was first conceived by Rechenberg and his
research fellows in 1965 and was followed up by Schwefel (Back, Fogel &
Michalewicz 2000; Beyer & Schwefel 2002). ES is designed to address real
valued optimisation problems in which individuals are represented in a set of real
number vectors. Initially, it involved only one parent producing one offspring
through a normally distributed mutation operator. This predetermined mutationbased normal distribution was later revised through the 1:5 rule (Back, Fogel &
Michalewicz 2000; De Jong 2006). With this rule, the mutation is adaptively
modified based on the rule that if there is more than one of five mutations with
normal distribution success then the mutation distribution should be increased. If
the success rate is less than twenty percent, the distribution needs to be reduced.

ES now has two multimember versions which cover all elements of the ES
theorem. These two versions are closely related to the selection method explained
previously in relation to selection operators. The first version of ES is (ju, 2)-ES,
in which ju represents the parents and X is the offspring. Each parent generates
more than one descendant and to maintain the size of population, the worst
offspring will be discarded from the union of parents and offspring individuals.
The second version is (ju + 2)-ES, in which the birth surplus is applied. The
selection operator takes place only among the offspring and the parents will not
take part in this process (Beyer & Schwefel 2002).
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2.1.2.3 Genetic Algorithm
The Genetic Algorithm (GA) emulates the representation of biological real
reproduction and utilises a much simpler terminology. GA theory was first
introduced by Holland in the early 1960s and concerns the idea of systems that
can make self-modification in regard to their environment (Back, Fogel &
Michalewicz 2000). Living organisms are composed of cells which contain
chromosomes as the blueprint of the individual represented in strings of DNA.
Each chromosome is formed by genes which encode traits of the organism. Each
trait may contain several settings called alleles and are located in specific area of
the chromosome {locus). The collection of chromosomes is called a genome and it
comprises several sets of genes termed genotype. The genotype produces the
physical characteristics of the organism {phenotype). The arrays of chromosomes
structured in pairs are called diploid and those that are unpaired are called
haploid. A typical GA uses bit strings to represent the candidate solutions. These
bit strings encode the collection of chromosomes and the adjacent bits which may
contain a single bit or a block of bits as the representation of genes. A bit string is
the representation of alleles of which either 0 or 1 is located in a specific locus. In
the recombination operator, which is commonly called the crossover operator,
genes of each parent are exchanged which results in two new individuals.
Mutation takes place by flipping the bit values randomly in a chosen locus. The
configuration of bits in the chromosomes refers to the genotype of the individual.
The complete set of candidate solutions to one specific problem refer to search
space and the space representation of all possible genotypes together with the
fitness values correspond to the fitness landscape. The details of basic entities in
the GA can be found in Engelbrecht (2007) and Mitchell (1996).

The standard GA involves three genetic operators, namely, selection, crossover
and mutation operators, and a sample of this process is shown below.
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Figure 2.11 Standard Genetie Algorithm

In the figure above, the standard GA employs one point crossover and a small rate
of mutation. After mutation, the new offspring is placed into the population and in
order to maintain the size of the population, the new member displaces the least fit
individuals. Individuals that will be discarded are selected from a set of
individuals which have low fitness. This process can be performed by either
random selection or deterministically, starting from the least fit individuals. The
process then is iterated. One iteration is called a generation and the whole set of
generations is called a run. In most cases, GA employs a mutation operator merely
as a background operator which means an individual’s genes have a small chance
of being mutated. Some developments in the GA have been achieved, such as the
work introduced by DeJong et al. (1993) cited in (Mitchell 1997) through the
introduction

of

additional

genetic

operators,

i.e.,

AddAlternative

and
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DropCondition. In practical, operator AddAlternative is implemented by flipping a
0 to a 1 within a specific locus in the chromosomes and the probability of
selecting a member in a population per generation is 0.01, while operator
DropCondition will force all 1 attributes to 0 with 0.6 probability of being applied
in each generation. DeJong also introduced n-point crossover where in the original
GA, there is only one-point crossover initiated by Holland (De Jong 2006).

Comparing the GA-based search and other search methods that do not employ
domain knowledge in the search process, the GA-based search method has a better
chance of being competitive. The Hill-climbing search, for instance, uses
deterministic approaches to mn the search process and hence, the search tends to
be slow and monotone. On the other hand, the GA does not utilise such approach,
instead, it employs probability method by which allows the search process to
explore any possible candidate solution within the search space. Based on this
comparison, many researchers shared the common intuition that the GA has a
better chance of being more competitive than other methods which do not employ
domain knowledge in the search process, particularly when the search contains a
large search space in which it does not require a global optimum; and the fitness
function is noisy and not smooth (Mitchell 1997). Challenges arise when the
opposite situation occurs. The first is that within limited search space, the GA is
prone to becoming stuck on the local optimum. The second is when the search
space is smooth, which means that the fitness landscape contains a flat area where
all the neighbouring solutions are likely to have similar fitness values. Thus, GA
will suffer from exploring possibly similar low fitness solutions as it incorporates
the crossing over and mutating process to the candidate solutions. The last is that
when the search requires global solutions, the GA may produce a variety of local
extrema as it keeps exploring any new possible solution and at the same time,
exploiting any potential solution discovered so far (Ankenbrandt 1991). Thus, the
GA approach which involves probability techniques is not typically suitable for
these types of tasks. In its counterpart, deterministic algorithms can perform
efficiently through exploring the search space. Within high dimensionality of the
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search space, deterministic approaches will eventually require an exhaustive
enumeration of the search process (Weise 2007). In the case of the learning to
walk task, the GA has been used and its basic mechanism will be the main
element of our proposed learning approach.

2.1.3 Hybrid Approaches
This approach incorporates a combination of two or more different machine
learning techniques which typically integrate the abovementioned techniques and
also other additional techniques such as Artificial Neural Network (ANN). The
neural network or multilayer perceptron models the brain principles which consist
of two main features: neurons, which are the processor units operating in parallel,
and synapses, which are the connections between those neurons. The basis of the
neural network is modelled into so-called artificial neurons which are comprised
of four elements: input signal units - data input {Xn)\ real valued weight units connection weights or strengths (Wn); an activation level - the cumulative
strengths of each connection weight respective to its input (net) and a threshold
function - determining the activation of the actual neurons (f). An illustration of
an artificial neuron is shown in Figure 2.12 below.

net = ZWiXi

f(net)

Figure 2.12 Simple Artificial Neuron (Luger 2008)

In more complex networks, these simple artificial neurons are further modified
into several layers of network and each layer consists of several simple artificial
neurons. The layers, typically, are divided into three sections. The first section is
the input layer, the second layer is the hidden layer and, the last layer is the output
layer. This type of neural networks is classified as multilayered networks. Figure
2.13 shows the connections of each layer.
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Figure 2.13 Multilayered Neural Networks (Luger 2008)

The hybrid approach can also be performed by incorporating different or modified
operators. For instance, in GA-based learning, the mutation operator can vary
during the evolution, or incorporating different selection operators may produce
different outcomes.

2.1.4 Standard Search Approach
One of the simplest implementations of a heuristic search is through the Hill
Climbing search method. This technique is typically combined with a modifiable
constant which administers the searching procedure. The main principle is in
keeping the fittest offspring for further expansion without retaining the siblings
and the parents. This expansion proceeds along the possible path until no further
improvement can be obtained (Luger 2008). This method is vulnerable to being
trapped by the local maxima problem, where the process will be halted whenever
the state reaches a situation which offers better evaluation than any other state. An
illustration of this technique can be seen in Figure 2.14, below.
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End Node

Figure 2.14 Hill-Climbing Search (Luger 2008)

From the figure, the first branch consists of three children (3, 4 and 2) which
means that 3 has two siblings. By following the node x - 3 - 4 - 3, the search
ends at 3 (end node). There is no opportunity to evaluate other child branches
since the parents and the siblings are not preserved, i.e. they do not persist
throughout the search procedure. Hence, there are possibilities that the search will
produce local maxima. This problem becomes the ultimate challenge in the
process of generating optimum walking gaits. Later in this thesis, evidence is
presented as to how this could negatively affect the results of the learning process.

2.2

Legged Robots

One of the most common types of locomotion in nature is walking (Bekey 2005).
Walking locomotion, which requires leg coordination in order to maintain body
stability while progressing in a certain direction, has become a major focus in
robotics research and remains an active area of study. The majority of the research
takes human and animal mechanisms as the major sources of inspiration in
developing walking mechanisms (Vaughn 2003; Zhang & Dai 2007; Zhang et al.
2005). Besides legged mechanisms, there are other types of locomotion, such as
wheel mechanisms. ‘Mobile robots’ is the common term used to describe robots
which employ wheel mechanisms in their locomotion systems (Nehmzow 2000).
The main difference between mobile robots and legged robots is that wheeled
robots have all wheels in contact with the ground surface at all times, while legged
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robots only have some legs in contact with the ground, and at any given time the
legs may leave the ground completely. Additionally, there are a number of joints
in the constmction of the legs which are required to be controlled simultaneously
and to be well-coordinated. As a consequence, legged locomotion poses more
complex challenges than that of wheeled mechanisms. The number of legs may
vary but the most common are four and two legs, with two common terminologies
used to classify them, quadripedal and bipedal.

In this thesis, we focus on the four-legged robot platform, specifically, the SONY
AIBO robot. The robot itself has been advanced and developed from the first
prototype to the latest ERS series generation, which are ERS-110, ERS-210 and
up to ERS-7.

At the hardware level, the AIBO consists of several sensors, joint-driven motors
and Open-R framework for the application programmable interface (API). For the
purpose of walking it has twelve joints across its front and back legs. It also
comes with an internal processor, an external memory stick and a wireless
communications card which supports a programming environment. Figure 2.15
illustrates the physical appearance of the robot and the positions of the sensors
while Figure 2.16 depicts the features that enhance the robot’s capability.

Figure 2.15 ERS-7 Features (taken from http://www.sony.co.jp/)
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576 MHz MIPS R'000
64 MB RAM
802.1 lb wireless ethemet (standard)
Memory Stick reader writer (in dog)
18 PID joints, each with force sensing
c 4 legs
■ 3 joints each (elevate, rotate, knee)
■ 1 pawr button each
c 3 joints on neck (tilt, pan, nod)
o 2 joints on tail (tilt, pan)
c 1 joint on mouth
2 ears, 1 boolean joint each (flick up or down)
26 independent LEDs
Video camera
c 56.9~ wide and 45.2C high
c Resolutions: 208 x 160, 104 x SO, 52 x 40
o 30 frames per second
Stereo microphones
3 IR distance sensors
X, Y, and Z accelerometers
4 pressure sensitive buttons (one on head, three on back)
1 boolean button under mouth
Sensor updates every 32 ms, with 4 samples per update

Figure 2.16 ERS-7 Internal Mechanisms

Twelve joints which are used for the walking purposes are actuated by DC electric
motors and they will suffer from degradation. The more the robot is deployed, the
more degrading the motor’s capability and eventually this situation will lead to
robot wear and tear. An extensive deployment will constitute to significant wear
and tear. This problem is inevitable; however, decisive actions, such as only
deploying the robot when it is urgently required and avoiding extensive
movements, may lessen the impact on the robot.

The rest of this paper focuses on the Sony AIBO robot as the benchmark of the
development of the learning method.

2.3

Locus Gaits

This section is divided into two sub-sections which discuss the kinematic aspect
of locus gaits. The entire locus gaits implementation shares a unified coordinate
system. Figure 2.17 reflects a typical coordinate x-y-z plane system used on the
AIBO robot.
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Figure 2.17 Coordinate X-Y-Z Plane System (Saggar et al. 2007)

The selection of locus gaits will also contribute to the impact of wear and tear. An
effective locus gait may prevent unnecessary leg motions during the walk. Smooth
transition of the legs and accurate locus gaits which promote stability may reduce
the robot wear and tear.

2.3.1 Gaits
According to Alexander (2002), ‘a gait is a pattern of locomotion characteristic of
a limited range of speed, described by quantities of which one or more changes
discontinuously at transitions to other gaits’ (p. 1200). According to MerriamWebster’s Dictionary, gaits are ‘the manner of moving or motion on foot’ (gait:
Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary). There are several forms of gait which
originate from animals and humans that are commonly adopted for legged robot
locomotion purposes, for example, tetrapods. In this thesis, we focus on four
legged robots as we employ a four-legged Sony AIBO robot. In bipedal gaits, as a
comparison,

the choice is to move the lower limbs in phase (hopping) or to

alternately move them (walking and running), while in quadripedal gaits, the
choices lie in alternate gaits, i.e. walk, trot and rack gaits1 or in-phase gaits, such
as canter, transverse gallop and rotary gallop gaits. The details can be found in
(Me Mahon 1984).

1 ‘Rack gaits’ can sometimes refer to a pace or amble which is usually found in camels and
giraffes (Me Mahon 1984)
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In the four-legged robot walk application, the concept of walking gaits
incorporates both alternate and in-phase gaits and as a result, the walking
benchmark is formed from other types of gaits, for example, trot, rack, canter and
gallop. Regardless of the many types of gait that can be adopted by quadruped
robots, there are three kinds of gait that are commonly used in the AIBO robot
domain: trot, pace, and crawl (Hornby et al. 1999). A clear picture of when each
leg is lifted or placed on the ground can be seen in Figure 2.18, below.
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Figure 2.18 Gait Implementation

In the trot gait, two legs move across the opposite diagonal; at the same time
during the step, two legs are in contact with the ground and two legs are in the air
as the body progresses forward. The body weight is always positioned at the
centre of the body with two legs acting as supports. In the crawl gait, there is only
one leg not in contact with the ground surface for each step as the body advances.
The body weight is always in the area of a triangular polygon formed by the three
supporting legs. In contrast, pace gait requires two legs at the same side being
lifted while the two legs on the different side are in contact with the ground.
Hence, the body weight always shifts from side to side. In nature, animals achieve
faster movement when employing pace gaits compared to trot and crawl gaits
(Alexander 2002). However, in the robotics application, maintaining the balance
in pace gait is extremely difficult as the body may easily fall over. The only
options left are trot and crawl gaits. Most of the research employs trot gait, as it
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offers better stability and speed compared to the crawl gait (Chalup, Murch &
Quinlan 2007; Hengst et al. 2002; Quinlan, Chalup & Middleton 2003). For this
reason, the experiment in this thesis focuses only on the trot gait.

2.3.2 Locus
According to the Merriam-Webster dictionary, locus is defined as ‘la: a place
where something is situated or occurs lb: a centre of activity, attention or
concentration 2: the set of all points whose location is determined by stated
conditions 3: the position in a chromosome of a particular gene or allele’{locus:
Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary). Locus represents trajectories which plot
each edge position of a moving foot. In the robot soccer competition, there are
three common types of locus used for walking, which are rectangular, half
elliptical and trapezoidal loci (Hebbel et al. 2005). Representation of these loci
and the locus implementation on the robot leg can be seen in Figures 2.19 and
2.20, below.

Rectangular

^

/: zi

Half Elliptical

Trapezoidal

Figure 2.19 Different Polygon of Loci

Centre of the leg

Figure 2.20 Locus Implementation on the AIBO Leg

From Figure 2.20 above, the polygon of the locus is trapezoid and within this
polygon, the centre of the leg which is initially located at point (x =5; y=l) in the
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coordinate x-y system will move. The locus will also determine the timing for
each point in the polygon, for instance, the time required to move from initial
point to point A (4, 3) and so on. There are two ways of implementing these loci,
first with the standard two-dimensional polygon and second with the three
dimensional polygon. In the two-dimension polygon, the locus is projected onto
the y-z plane of the x-y-z coordinate robot system. In contrast, the three
dimensional polygon projects the locus onto the x-y-z ordinate which may
enhance the smoothness of the walking. Figure 2.21 below illustrates the
projection of both locus implementations.

Figure 2.21 Loci Projection on Robot Coordinate Systems (Saggar et al. 2007)

In the figure, for the two-dimensional polygon, the legs only move in y-z plane
while in the three-dimensional polygon, the legs move throughout the three axes
of the robot coordinate system. Both mechanisms offer advantages and
disadvantages theoretically and practically and they will be further discussed in
the literature study in section 2.6.

2.4

Robot Soccer

Since Sony introduced the AIBO, a 4-legged entertainment robot, with a range of
features embedded in its mechanisms, many researchers have used it and found it
to be an excellent research robot. In 1997, the international RoboCup initiative
commenced using soccer as the benchmark problem. Two years later, the Four
Legged League introduced the Sony Legged Robot League and the Sony AIBO
robot was used in the standard robot platform (Asada et al. 1999; Christensen
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1999). Within RoboCup, a common task for evaluating various theories,
algorithms and architectures would promote and forge artificial intelligence and
robotics research (Chalup, Murch & Quinlan 2007).

In a robot soccer game, apart from having effective team work, strategies and
collaboration, locomotion plays an important role in both individual and team
performance. Walking speed is a key factor in producing an internationally
competitive team since it determines how quickly a team can gain ball possession
or move to a desired attacking or defensive position. Figure 2.22 depicts the
conceptual architecture of robot soccer.
Strategy

Localization

Vision

ROBOT

Figure 2.22 Robot Soccer Conceptual Architecture

Locomotion which is built from a sequence of stable motions may enhance
accuracy of the vision systems and help the robot situate itself correctly in the
field by providing more accurate dead reckoning. Thus, the team increases its
competitiveness with better performances as a result of fast and stable locomotion.
There are two primary uses of learning in AIBO robot soccer: colour classification
in vision, and locomotion development, including gait generation. A brief
summary of the review of machine learning used on the Sony AIBO robots and at
RoboCup during the years 1998 to 2004 can be found in Chalup, Murch &
Quinlan (2007).

In a robot soccer game, robots with smooth and stable walking gaits tend to last
longer in the soccer field. However, in order to increase team competitiveness, the
speed of the walk should be fast. As the speed increases, the robot joints have a
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greater workload. This will lead to an increase in the impact of wear and tear.
Hence, there are trade-offs between achieving competitiveness and the increase of
the robot wear and tear, and the team strategy should address such situation.

The next section gives an insight to the aspects that relate to developing walking
gaits through learning approaches.

2.5

Learning to Walk

This section applies the aforementioned machine learning approaches to the task
of robot locomotion. First, we will discuss elements of learning goals and the
hardware aspects that constitute the task, and then follow with a brief overview of
walking mechanisms in nature.

In the learning to walk task, robots strive to obtain the “best” walking parameters
through an automated search process. With twelve joints that must be configured
simultaneously, the search space increases, and as a result human-manual hand
tuning no longer provides a dynamic search approach. Machine learning therefore
offers advantages over the conservative hand tuning approach and, in this typical
task, there are three major things that feature in the applicability of machine
learning, namely, a constant learning environment, the initialisation of learning
which takes place before sensory feedback, and the evolution of a search space.

The environment in which the robots play during the soccer game remains the
same; thus, the learning process which takes place in this type of environment
typically does not address any adaptation capability. Nevertheless, both the
wearing out of robot hardware and the unevenness of the ground surface during
learning would still hamper the results. A typical learning environment is
illustrated in Figure 2.23.
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Lighting

Object 2
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Distance

Figure 2.23 Static Learning Environment

The robot utilises its camera to detect the object based on colour (object
recognition). During learning, the lighting remains unchanged and the robot walks
from the first object to the second object. The first and second objects are placed
in a certain distance and both objects are different in colour. The speed can then
be measured by the time taken from the start point to the end point. This setting is
a standard environmental setting used in learning to walk task experiments.

At the learning stage, it is unproductive to have the robot to be worn out because it
performs the learning task. Two major sources that contribute to the robot wear
and tear are:
(i) The distance which the robot is required to walk. As the learning task is to
develop walking gaits, the distance is merely used to assess whether the
walking parameters satisfy the objective functions. Hence, the distance for the
walking robot can be minimized to reduce the deployment time of the robot
for the learning purpose. The further the distance the more time required for
the robot to walk. However, it should provide an adequate space to accurately
assess the walking parameters in order to avoid noisy measurement.
(ii) Walking parameters that will be sent to the robot joints. This decomposes the
type of locus gaits that are going to be used and the objective functions of the
learning. Locus gaits determine the smoothness of the walking gaits. Smooth
and continuous transition from one gene locus to another gene locus requires
a small workload on the robot joints compared to that of discrete transitions.
Speed and stability are the two main objectives that are typically being used.
As the previous section has stated, in order to increase team competitiveness,
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the speed of the walking robot should be fast. However, the workload of the
robot joints is amplified as the speed increases. This situation eventually leads
to the wear and tear issue. Similarly, stability also contributes to considerable
impact on robot wear and tear. Instability in walking may create workload
distribution discrepancies. In other words, all joints should share a uniform
working load. If the problem persists, then a significant instability of the
robot body will lead to significant wear and tear.

Learning takes place before sensory feedback which means that the sensors cannot
contribute any feedback until learning commences. The learning result, that is a
set of walking parameters, can only be evaluated once those parameters are
executed by the walking engine. There are two standard evaluation criteria used to
determine the results: how fast the walk is and how stable the robot is. These
criteria are implicitly measurable only after the walking engine executes those
parameters. Thus, the sensors cannot provide adequate feedback to monitor the
learning progress. In addition, speed and stability cannot be relied upon as the
criteria to evaluate how fine the robot walk is; consequently, the objective
function is noisy. Furthermore, these two learning objectives lead to the ‘speedstability dilemma’ in which there is a trade-off between speed and stability.

Finally, there should be a rich search space that allows the learning to initiate the
exploration. There are twelve joints constituting the walking parameters and each
parameter is represented in real numbers. The configurations of those real-number
parameters produce a large space for candidate solutions and this will guarantee
sufficient space to initiate the learning process.

These three identified aspects determine which type of learning approach will be
best used to develop walking gaits. Each learning approach has a different strategy
in dealing with those aspects, as a result, one learning approach may perform
better than others. Of the various learning approaches mentioned in section 2.1,
evolutionary algorithms are the most favoured learning algorithms used in
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developing walking gait parameters for robot soccer competition purposes. One
major problem that these learning approaches face is inadequate sensors attached
to thi robot to monitor the learning progress. Reinforcement learning requires
feedtack from the environment in order to act upon the current situation of the
robot where it is situated. It requires accurate feedback from the sensors, which
contain information about internal systems and the state of the environment. In
other words, the environment is not totally observable, and this would restrict the
appli:ability of this approach. Moreover, with regard to the second aspect
mentoned above in which the learning occurs before the sensor feedback, the
robot cannot obtain direct feedback from its environment.

Apar from having a suitable learning technique, the types of gait being used also
determine the quality of the learning. As the previous section clearly concluded,
the trot gait with two diagonally opposed legs raised at the same time is the most
stablt and is faster than its counterparts. Furthermore, kinematics factors of the
robot body significantly influence the learning. As researchers try to emulate the
complex process of legged locomotion in nature, some simplifications are being
made in order to replicate their remarkable ability in legged-robot mechanisms.
The reality is that walking has to be stable and this requires systematic periodic
sequences of leg motion at different speeds (Bekey 2005). At slower speed, a
stable walk refers to static walking in which the body mass is positioned at the
centre of the supporting polygon formed by the legs that have contact with the
ground. In quadruped animals, when one leg is lifted off the ground, stable
walkiig is controlled by the active internal control mechanism which regulates the
shifting of the body so as to maintain the centre of the body mass in the triangle
area cf the supporting polygon. Also, in order to produce dynamic stability, forces
acting on the supporting legs, momentum and inertial forces are combined during
the motion as the velocity increases (Bekey 2005). Furthermore, the elasticity of
the legs augments the stability of the walk. All these factors are required to be
incorporated into the control technique of the walking robots, including the locus
gaits that are going to be used.
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The next section reviews the literature on the aforementioned learning approaches.

2.6

Literature-based Research

Research in this area has been conducted mainly through collaborative researchers
for robot soccer purposes. The major studies have been inspired by two common
computation mechanisms, evolutionary computations and natural computation.
Two evolutionary algorithms, Evolution Strategies (ES) and the Genetic
Algorithm (GA) are widely found in the literature. Some studies employ hybrid
methods which combine the natural computation, i.e., the neural network and the
two evolutionary algorithms, ES and GA, or a combination of several genetic
operators. The rest of the literature deploys a standard search method, i.e., Hill
Climbing, which is theoretically appropriate for smooth and unimodal fitness
landscape problems.

2.6.1 Evolutionary AIgorithm-based Learning
The first attempt to generate walking gaits through the machine learning approach
was by Hornby et al. (1999, 2000; 2005) through three consecutive articles in
which they proposed evolutionary algorithm-based (GA) gait generation, using
the predecessor of the AIBO ERS-7, including the robot prototype, which shared
the same body structure. Homby et al. (1999) reported that there were twenty
parameters as the genes and thirty individuals as an initial population generated
from hand-developing gaits. The learning was run on the prototype of the Sony
AIBO robot. Each member of this initial population was tested directly on robot
and the learning commenced once the members of the initial population contained
no non-falling individuals. The learning employed the standard GA with
tournament selection as the selection operator and there was equal probability of
mutation and recombination operators. The objective function was set according
to the fastest speed of the walking gaits that could be achieved and each
individual’s fitness was evaluated after three walking trials. A parental memory
was introduced which pertained to the number of individuals being selected as
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parents. This reduced problems of being too exploitative of certain individuals
which would pull the search towards poor solutions (Hornby et al. 1999). Two
different walking gaits were developed for trot and pace, while the hand-built
crawl gait was used to get closer to an object. In order to determine whether the
robot had arrived at the end point, the infra red sensor played a role in detecting
the existence of an object. For a lesser distance, ten centimetres from the endpoint
object, the robot slowly changed the chosen gait to a crawl in order to minimize
error position in relationship between its position and the centre of the object.
Hence, the learning required additional time to adjust the centre position of the
robot towards the object. The trot gait experiment lasted for twenty generations
and the pace gait for eleven generations. The results were that in the trot gait
experiment, some individuals made the robot walk backwards, and the fastest
robot walked awkwardly. In the pace gait experiment, the walking gaits were
much less stable, but much faster than those of the trot gait. Some walking gaits
caused legs to be dragged during learning and led to a significant impact on wear
and tear. Both experiments were conducted several times to obtain better results;
this required a considerable amount of time and it was reported that some parts of
the robot needed replacing. In their further study, a similar approach was adopted
using GA-based learning, with a slight difference to the surface of the field and a
larger search space (Hornby et al. 2000). The type of robot used was the
predecessor of AIBO ERS-7, the ERS-110, which has the same physical structure.
The objective functions considered the speed and the straightforwardness of the
walk and they were evaluated after three trials. The experiments were run on a
carpet with flat surface and then on a ridge surface made by placing plastic poles
on the carpet. The experiment with the ridge surface was dedicated to evaluate
the impact of surface change on the speed of the resulting gaits. The initial
walking gaits were initiated with crawl gaits which then evolved to become trot
gaits. The results show that the convergence took more time than in their previous
study as a consequence of a large initial search space and the initialisation of the
gait type. All experiments ran for approximately 25 hours which increased the
significance of wear and tear and issues related to hardware failure. Their last
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report in (Hornby et al. 2005) summarises the application of GA-based learning
on both experiments.

A study conducted by Rofer (2005) also employed an evolutionary algorithm
(GA) with some modification on the crossover operator. The initial population
was generated from a single hand-coded population which evolved through the
mutation operator. Two different methods were used in the crossover
implementation: interpolation and extrapolation (Hanada, Hiroyasu & Miki 2007,
2008), and they alternately switched function. Interpolation was performed by
crossing over two selected high fitness individuals, which were located in a
certain range to form a new modified individual, while extrapolation generated an
individual through permutation of the individuals outside the range, i.e., the
predecessors. If the crossover method drew a single individual too frequently,
mutation would take place. Every individual would be mutated whenever half the
new population was similar to the previous population. The fitness function of an
individual was drawn from two criteria, error function and vibration, which were
obtained from the robot’s proprioceptive

sensors. The error function was

generated from the difference between the requested walking motion, which was
calculated through its inverse kinematics, and the speed of the walking execution.
Vibration represented the smoothness which was measured by the robot
accelerometer sensors. The experiments were conducted on the ERS-7 and its
other predecessor, the ERS-210 and the genes were represented through 26
parameters. To initiate a new lap, the robot was placed manually and the head
kept static. The criterion of determining the smoothness of gaits suffered a
deterioration factor resulting from fluctuation of the accelerometer readings.
Hence, the accuracy of the fitness assignment procedure may decrease. It was
reported that the learning lasted for three hours and there was a significant
deviation value from the requested loci and the real trajectory. Neighboring
problems, which refer to the possibility of similar parents being permuted2

2 Internal sensors which provide feedback solely based on the internal body
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(Hanada, Hiroyasu & Miki 2007), exist in the closer distance, and may lead to
homogeneity in the population.

A similar GA-based approach was proposed by Cheng et al. (2004) which
employed the roulette-wheel selection as the selection operator . Unlike the
previous study (Rofer 2005), the learning ran automatically without human
intervention to change the robot direction to initiate a new lap; in other words, the
robot turned by itself between laps. Twenty parameters acted as genes in one
individual and formulated twelve arrays of the initial population. This initial
population was collected from their previous study reported in Cheng et al. (2004)
which will be discussed later. Each generation’s fitness function was measured
based on the speed of the walk. Once the evolution process commenced, either
unselected new individuals or the replaced individual was discarded. The mutation
rate was kept in low margin, but it increased corresponding to the likeliness of the
populations. The two-point crossover was applied to produce one new offspring
which was then sent to the walking engine. Individuals with faster speed than any
member of the initial population of twenty would be retained, otherwise they
would be discarded. The fitness function of each new individual was evaluated
from three trials to reduce noisy calculation. The experiments required a
considerable amount of time to converge and some individuals caused the legs to
drag or developed awkward walking. Local minima occurred in the evolution
process and likeliness among individuals frequently took place.

Similar work was conducted by Chernova and Veloso (2004) utilising the
standard GA with some additional modifications. The two-point crossover and
mutation operator were used during the evolution process and twelve parameters
represented the trot gait in one population. Thirty population members were
obtained through initial experiments with a high mutation rate to allow the
learning to explore more possible individuals. The experiment then evolved the
thirty-population members, the objective function being to achieve a faster speed.
A forward kinematics criterion was introduced to measure whether one new
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individual would be executed on the robot or not. This criterion is a good
approach to guarantee the safety of all joints. Nevertheless, some individuals still
experienced some physical contact between front and rear legs.

One possible

cause is that regardless of the involvement of safety measures, this criterion
merely involved the physical kinematics without incorporating any other factor
such as synchronisation between legs during the progression of the walk.
Furthermore, the learning disregards the stability factor which is substantially
important in walking.

Another version of the evolutionary algorithm, Evolution Strategies or ES, was
used in the study conducted by Hebbel et al. (Hebbel et al. 2005; Hebbel, Nistico
& Fisseler 2007). The work was run on an ERS-7 and its body was aligned to x-yz axis pointing to the forward direction, left-side direction and up-side direction
respectively. A three dimensional locus polygon was introduced which would
increase the smoothness of the walk, and at the same time would also increase the
search space. The learning strategy used (p/p +, 2)-ES with a self-adaptation
mutation operator. The term p represents the random selected parents chosen to be
the parents for the next generation, selected either from the plus (+) or the comma
(,) selection operators. The plus selection operator selects the best of X parents
from the union of offspring and the parents, and the comma selection operator
selects only from the offspring. The fitness function was measured based on the
speed using an external camera attached to the ceiling of the field. The pluscomma operators were modified by preserving the parents’ life up to two
generations, hence alleviating the possibility of discarding potential best parents.
The evolution lasted for 45 minutes and the speed results were considered the
fastest walking gaits for ERS-7, although some vibration to the robot was
generated. The study considered any individual within a limited generation which
might still prevent some potential best individuals from being generated. There
was no way to preserve the information of best individuals, which could have
become very constructive evaluation data for future parent selection.
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2.6.2 Reinforcement Learning
Three major studies on the leam-to-walk task based on the reinforcement learning
technique have been conducted (D'Silva 2006; Kohl & Stone 2004; Saggar et al.
2007). The first, a study conducted by Kohl & Stone (2004) from the University
of Texas, Austin, developed walking gaits through policy gradient reinforcement
learning and the evaluation was run on an ERS-210. The objective was solely to
obtain fast gaits through converging to a local optimum. Fifteen policies per
iteration were evaluated and repeated for three laps to reduce noisy measurement.
Three experiments were run for three different initial parameters, i.e., initial
parameters with completely random parameters; parameters which were slightly
hand-tuned; and parameters which were finely hand-tuned. Their learning
required three hours and the leam process peaked at less than 25 iterations. Time
mostly spent in generating learning policy under inadequate training data
constraints would not guarantee the optimality of the proposed policy. Moreover,
the absence of stability as a criterion in determining the results reduced the quality
of the robot perceptions. Hence, the learning could not generate more solutions
since the evolution was no longer able to evolve better policies.

Using the same learning technique, two experiments were conducted using the
ERS-7 with fifteen parameters to define the half-elliptical gaits, and were reported
in D'Silva (2006) and Saggar et al. (2007). Speed and stability were set as the
objective functions and they were evaluated in the first experiment without any
head compensation, and in the second, with head compensation motion. A slight
manual hand-tuning was done for the initial parameters, as suggested by their
previous study. The results suggested no significant improvement to the stability
by adding the head-moving compensation, rather, the speed decreased. The
learning was slow as the policy was not sufficiently representative to cover all
individuals. As the learning employed an open loop method, no real feedback was
available to evaluate the policy and to provide further refinement; instead, it relied
completely on the objective functions. If the learning were allowed to continue,
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optimisation would only generate a similar output (the policy is in the steady-state
condition).

2.6.3 Hybrid Approach based Learning
As the fitness functions contain noisy criteria such as stability which cannot be
measured deterministically, one possible way to determine the evaluation method
is by employing fuzzy logic. This method was reported in Golubovic & Hu
(2002), in which they developed walking gaits with an evolutionary algorithm
(GA-based) by employing different genetic operators. Practically, the selection
utilised two different methods drawn from proportional selection, i.e., roulettewheel and the fittest selections, while the recombination employed four different
techniques at the same time. These four techniques were the advancement of the
standard recombination mentioned in section 2.1.2. Typically, they produced one
offspring from one or two pairs of parents and altered the value to a certain
percentage of probability in randomness. Mutation was kept at low probability
and its value was proportional to the inverse of the dimension. In terms of fitness
detection, the output from the robot gyro provided specific values and was then
fuzzified to evaluate individuals’ fitness values. With twenty parameters to define
the rectangular walking gaits, the evolution was allowed to run for 50 generations.
It was reported that on average the robot lost its balance and some frequently fell
during the learning. Due to the heterogeneity of genetic operators employed, the
operators suffered from being too explorative as various genes were generated
without pertaining to parents’ genes. The criterion to judge the fitness value from
gyro readings may have introduced additional problems as the sensor readings
were too noisy and fluctuated too much. Thus, appropriate fitness value
assignment was hardly achieved and was not accurate. This type of experiment
may harm the robot’s joints as it frequently falls down.

Another approach, which combined two different machine learning approaches,
was proposed by Tellez, Angulo & Pardo (2005). They proposed a neuro
evolutionary algorithm in which the gait parameters were generated through a
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central pattern generator (CPG) which was formed by artificial neural networks
and an evolutionary algorithm (GA-based). The neural network used a recurrent
neural network with four rules that was then updated through sensory motors and
the GA which provided training data to evolve the learning process. However, the
gait generation was only a basic walking pattern which was far from the current
achievement of other approaches and, moreover, the evaluation was not run on the
real robot. Hence, the problems of stability and wear and tear are not addressed in
this approach. Nevertheless, this experiment suggests that a combination of
different machine learning may open possibilities to solving the problems, in
particular producing fast and stable gaits.

2.6.4 Standard Search based Learning
A simple heuristic hill-climbing search was proposed in Quinlan, Chalup &
Middleton (2003). The search was directed through the line search technique
which in some cases, requires only a short learning time. The experiments were
composed of two stages: in the first stage, eleven genes parameterised the gait
with an arbitrary locus shape, and in the second experiment, the walk parameters
were incorporated with the locus shape which contributed to 51 parameters. Those
parameters decomposed three-dimensional gaits and experimented with three
different loci, i.e., rectangular, ellipsoid and trapezoid. The experiments suggested
using trapezoidal gaits as they generated the fastest walk results compared with
other locus shapes. The learning produced several local optima and the learning
procedure resulted in a slow trend as it learned gradually and monotonically.
Hence, the search space grew slowly and the time required was increased.

Similar work also conducted by Cheng et al. (2004) as their first approach to
solving the problem. They proposed the Hill-Climbing search with a modifiable
constant to supervise the learning procedure. The constant values changed
linearly, being either increased or decreased. The experiments suffered the same
problems as the study conducted by Quinlan, Chalup & Middleton (2003). The
major problems were that the algorithm produced a monotonous learning as it
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relied solely on the modifiable constant. Hence, the time spent increases as the
learning observes possible solutions in a repetitive manner.

As an additional comparison of machine learning approaches towards handmanual tuning, we discuss the work of Hengst et al., who developed walking gaits
through hand-manual tuning (Hengst et al. 2002). The walking parameters were
manually analysed based on the kinematics of each leg. The authors argued that
the previous study in Hornby et al. (2000) promoted a deteriorating impact on the
robot wear and tear due to a long continuous training time. They composed three
main goals of this approach which was first, to control the walk within different
directions (backward, forward, left-sideways and right-sideways); second, to
perform a stable walking speed; and third, to maintain the stability of the camera
reading. Even though the walking gaits were considered as fast gaits in RoboCup
2000, humans had to manually calculate the gaits which is a long, tedious and
arduous task. When a different robot platform is introduced, or the numbers of
parameters are scaled up, humans have to manually re-do the evaluation
procedure. This shortcoming, which has been mentioned in the previous section,
may possibly be alleviated by one major advantage of machine learning, which is
to automate the searching process and to reduce - if possible to eliminate - human
intervention in order to avoid human fatigue.

This literature review shows that none of the aforementioned research projects
effectively address the need to focus on speed and stability whilst paying
appropriate attention to undue wear and tear of the robots. Robots, like all
hardware, typically have a lifetime, and AIBOs were designed to be entertainment
robots and not soccer players that spend much of their time physically clashing
with each other for the ball. In addition, other factors beyond speed are important.
For example, in a typical robot environment, robots must avoid obstacles and they
may therefore need to walk more slowly so as to have sufficient time to detect and
respond to (for example, dodge) obstacles in their path. Clearly, there are many
trade-offs that need to be taken into account when designing robot walking.
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Furthermore, sudden movements will affect the momentum on the robot joints as
this contributes to wear and tear. The learning process also requires a large
amount of time due to the high number of runs required before converging to
satisfactory solutions, and the large search space. Hence, regardless of the
advantageous impact that machine learning techniques offer in terms of finding
effective walking gaits, reduction in the cost of significant wear and tear of robot
hardware is the ultimate payoff.

With limited and noisy sensory data for monitoring the performance of the robot’s
walk, there are several key aspects which determine the success of a learning
procedure in the leam-to-walk task. The first and foremost is the choice of the
learning approach to be used given the physical robot restrictions. Typically,
developing walking gaits for AIBO robots is limited by inadequate sensory data
used to monitor the performance of the evaluation. Most of the learning methods
which rely on sensor feedback will suffer in this situation and if the sensors do
exist, unfortunately, the data measurement is always noisy. The second is that due
to the noisy fitness function and the multimodality of the fitness landscape, typical
learning approaches that are applicable for such situations are mainly those which
can evolve adequate search spaces. The literature shows that the search space
which contains only best individuals is unlikely produce favourable solutions.
Any search space generated randomly would also produce unfavourable solutions
as it is capable of exploring random possibilities and, in the worst case, may
generate destructive parameters to the robot joints3. The third involves the
techniques used to evolve and control the population growth. On the one hand, if
the technique is too explorative, it will increase the search space and there are
possibilities that the best parents’ components will be lost in the population space.
On the other hand, being too exploitative also introduces problems as the search
exploits one specific individual which may not lead to any better solution. The
fourth is that there should be a mechanism to prevent any individual which may
harm the robot joints during the evalution. Inevitably, as the learning maintains
3 All joints are driven by motors which are physically limited to a certain angle rotation.
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both explorativeness and exploitativeness, such individuals will always be
generated. One possible alternative to address this problem is to restrict the
learning process directly or to let the learning produce such individuals, but they
will then be terminated based on certain criteria before being sent to the robot
joints. One assumption is that these parameters are likely to be generated from
exploring individuals without inheriting the best parents’ genes into the offspring.
In some cases, the genes of the offspring may be totally different from the parents.
In this situation, the learning is vulnerable to producing unfavorable solutions.
Several approaches such as backtracking or introducing history would be a
possible option to alleviate the problem.

Individuals that may introduce unfavourable solutions fall into two categories:
(i)

Individuals that may directly have a negative impact on the robot joints, and

(ii) Individuals that may not introduce any harm to the robot.
The second category contributes a lesser impact to robot hardware than the first
category which directly affects the robot joints. Hence, the first category
ultimately needs to be prevented during the learning and this will be another
objective to be addressed in this thesis.

In terms of the first category, we refer to ‘invalid parameters’ and they are
formulated from several factors, identified as follows:
1. Front right and left step width values are really small; as a result, front legs
create friction with the robot body. Similarly, this will occur if the back
right and left step width values are small.
2. Front right and left shoulder height values are too high which will produce
a jumping effect on the walking style. The same problem exists whenever
the back shoulder height values are too high. The opposite values will
introduce higher friction between the legs with the ground surface.
3. Maximum forward speed and number of steps per second can also produce
invalid walking gaits, where the actuators for each leg joint have a limited
torque value. The higher the speed, the lower the torque, whereas the body
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mass of the robot will remain constant. As a result, the robots will vibrate
during the walk.
4. Speed synchronisation between the front legs and back legs.
5. The values sent to the joint are beyond the range of the maximum angle
rotation of the motors termed as the safe region.
6. Other factors will also arise during the learning process, such as locus
points and forward factors, but they will not contribute any significant
damage to the robot joints. These factors will affect the speed of the walk,
since the walking direction will not be a fully straight line due to the noncentred location of the AIBO battery, which is situated on the left-hand
side and constitutes a non-uniform weight across the robot body. This
needs to be compensated for in order for the robot to walk in a straight
line. The non-uniformity of body weight plays a major role in load
distribution to each robot joint which is physically actuated by a DC motor
servo. At the same time, the torque required to each motor may differ and
in the long run, it will scale up, and eventually it will affect the internal
mechanisms of each motor.

As the thesis study utilises the UTS Unleashed robot soccer team’s framework, it
is restricted to this framework implementation, and as a result is constrained by a
two-dimensional locus shape for gaits and the software realisation in C++. This
framework implementation and any physical constraint of the robot will not be
addressed. The study only spotlights the implementation of machine learning
approaches to generate fast and stable walking gaits through the expansion of the
standard Genetic Algorithm. Throughout the rest of this paper, four important
aspects are taken into consideration in the proposed learning method:
1. The importance of directing the learning process to increase the
effectiveness of the learning. This will reduce the on-line run experiment
on the robot to avoid the wear and tear.
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2. The importance of the preservation of the best parents’ inheritance to
prevent the learning being too explorative. This will prevent the loss of
good parents’ traits during the learning.
3. The importance of preserving the likelihood of any member of the current
population within the offspring under a certain limitation which allows
exploitation of potential individuals.
4. The absence of invalid parameters ensures the gait parameters of not
introducing any direct damage to robot joints.
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Chapter 3 Research Method
This chapter focuses on theoretical and practical aspects of our proposal on
evolutionary-based learning for walking gaits generation which incorporates the
parents’ history as data references. The software framework of the UTS
Unleashed! robot soccer team is used as the benchmark for the experiment. We
will first look at the general description of the approach followed by its theoretical
description, and finally the experimental procedure.

3.1

Directed Learning for Gait Generation

Our learning algorithm, Directed Evolutionary Algorithm Learning - DEAL,
promotes the importance of experience being embedded in the teaming procedure;
as mentioned in the preceding chapter, that experience is a substantial element in
learning. The term ‘experience’ is implemented through a collection of best
parents’ populations called ‘history’.

To recall chapter one, the ultimate goal of the proposal is to reduce the wear and
tear on the robot through directing the learning process. This is achieved through
allowing the learning to converge towards a framed optimal solution in a shorter
period of learning time. The framed optimal solution is obtained from a particular
region in the global search space which is framed within the previous robot
learning experience or history - framed region. In other words, the learning
scenario utilises the robot’s learning experience to supervise the learning process
which constitute to the robot’s learning experience guided search. This involves
the maintenance of the framed region in the search space and the evolutionary
algorithm learning technique finds the local optimal solution inside this region.

The evolution process is based on two phases. The first phase employs the
standard genetic algorithm which is intended to gather the best parents’ history,
and the second is a GA-based experiment which has been incorporated with the
element of history. In other words, the first evolution process is a pre-requisite for
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obtaining the history and it runs the original genetic algorithm procedure. The
second evolution phase is subjugated with history which guides the learning
procedure. Thus, the final outcome of the learning is measured after the second
phase.

The role of history in guiding and directing the learning is implemented through
directly determining whether the new individuals are passed onto the walking
engine or not. It also implicitly guarantees that no invalid parameters will be
included in any new individual, as the selection of all individuals in the history is
based on how well the walk is performed.

3,2

Theoretical Approach

The standard procedure of the evolution process in the GA-based experiment can
be described as follows: at the initial stage, a number of individuals which are
compiled into one population will become the initial population. A selection
criterion is then imposed in order to select best individuals to be the parents. From
these parents, one single individual is generated through the crossover operator.
The new individual is then perturbed with the mutation operator. This individual
is then assessed based on the objective function. If it is satisfied, the algorithm is
terminated; otherwise the process will be iterated. To recall the previous chapter,
the complete set of iteration constitutes one generation and the terminology used
to represent the whole generation for a complete learning process is one run.
These terminologies will be used in the rest of the thesis.

The whole learning procedure employs the Evolutionary Algorithm; one run of
learning lasts for several generations and is limited by the time spent to discharge
a full charged battery. The entire components of the ‘DEAL’ are illustrated in
Figure 3.24, below.
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Directed Learning
Evolutionary
Algorithm

Figure 3.24 Directed Learning Elements

The figure depicts the three-main elements of the approach: the Evolutionary
Algorithm, the Domain Range Prover and the Database History. Two main
elements are integrated within the Domain Range Prover and the Database
History, the tolerant-threshold values and the divergent-threshold value which
play pivotal roles in directing the learning procedure. The element of the
divergent-threshold value is formed from a comparison of two additional values,
the temporal-candidate individual and the deviation-reference individual.
Evaluation of the data, which will be then inserted into the Domain Range Prover
and the Database History, incorporating two appraisal methods: online- and
offline- evaluation. The online-evaluation is carried out by directly analysing the
robot body performance during the execution of walking parameters, while the
offline-evaluation does not involve the robot; it is merely a computer program to
run the evaluation process.

Recalling section two on the possible situation of walking gait parameters which
are categorised as invalid parameters, the online-evaluation implicitly implements
several of those parameters. All of these categories are used to measure the
stability factor. The first is friction between the robot body and its front and rear
legs. The second is the jumping effect of the body and dragging effects as a result
of high friction between the legs and the ground surface. The third is body
vibration due to the impact of the unsynchronised relationship between the speed
of the motor joint and the torque capacity. The fourth is synchronisation between
the front and the rear legs, and the fifth is parameters that lie beyond the safe
range. This last category incorporates the learning results which are sent by the
learning robot via wireless communication to the computer. This evaluation relies
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fully on human interaction as there is no explicit way to measure how the walking
parameters may affect performance of the walking robot.

The offline-evaluation concentrates on the speed resulting from the walking robot
using a set of walking gait parameters. This is simply measured by the robot’s
internal timer which counts the time spent walking a fixed distance. The speed
records of all individuals are then evaluated by a computer program to establish
the list of all individuals, which are ranked from the most fit to the least fit
individuals. Using this list, further evaluation is then carried out in order to
produce the elements of the Database History and the Domain Range Prover.

The element of the tolerant-threshold values are obtained through the onlineevaluation and these values will then directly modify the corresponding genes of
the new individual which exceed this value range. The divergent-threshold value
is originated from two different individuals, the temporal-reference and the
deviation-reference individuals. The total number of value differences between
these two individuals constitutes to the divergent-threshold value.

The learning procedure is described as follows: the learning commences once the
fitness assignment has been distributed to all individuals in the initial population.
The selection operator determines which individuals are going to be candidate
parents. After selecting one pair of parents, the crossover operator then produces
new offspring by crossing over the elements of both parents. This new individual
is then perturbed with a low probability mutation operator. Before being sent to
the leg joints to be executed, it will be verified to establish whether it meets the
criteria. The execution then runs twice for each new individual, after which the
individual with higher fitness than any of the twelve individuals will be placed in
the population and the old individual with lesser fitness will be discarded. This
process is then iterated until favourable solutions are achieved.
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The terminology that has been described above will be used throughout the rest of
the thesis and detailed descriptions are further discussed in the sub-sections
below.

3.2.1 Evolutionary Algorithm
A two-point crossover with a low probability of mutation and a roulette-wheel
selection operator governs the evolution procedure. The objective functions are
divided into two categories: the first is speed, which is explicitly measurable; the
second is stability, which is implicitly composed into the element of Database
History and the Domain Range Prover. One individual contains twenty genes
signifying the walking gait parameters which are represented in arrays of real
numbers. The initial population contains twelve individuals which are gathered
from the manual hand-tuned source and two of the previous learning approaches
reported in Cheng et al. (2004). These individuals have come with their speed
record. All individuals are not uniform in terms of their fitness level; some
individuals have higher fitness compared to others. This setting allows the
learning procedure explore various possible candidate solutions in order to avoid
premature convergence and a plateau landscape which contains individuals with
low fitness values. Those twenty genes which represent the walking parameters
can be seen in Table 3.1 and positions for each parameter are illustrated in Figure
3.25. More details can be found in Cheng et al. (2004).
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Gene
Locus

Parameters

Front right shoulder height
Front left shoulder height
Back right shoulder height
2
Back left shoulder height
Front right step height
3
Front left step height
Back right step height
4
Back left step height
Front right step width
5
Front left step width
Back right step width
6
Back left step width
Front right step length
7
Front left step length
Back right step length
8
Back right step length
Step per second
9
10
Maximum forward speed
Front leg locus points xl
11
12
Front leg locus points yl
Front leg locus points x2
13
14
Front leg locus points y2
15
Back leg locus points x3
16
Back leg locus points y3
17
Back leg locus points x4
18
Back leg locus points y4
Front right forward factor
19
Front left forward factor
Back right forward factor
20
Back left forward factor
Table 3.1 Parameterised Walking Gaits cited (Anshar & Williams 2007, p. 259)
1

For parameters one to eight and nineteen to twenty, the values are set similar to
each side, while for parameters nine to eighteen, they are separated as a stand
alone parameter which represents different values. Parameter loci adjustment
(eleven to eighteen) follows the rectangular locus type.
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Top View

Side View

Figure 3.25 Walking Parameters cited (Cheng et al. 2004, p. 17)

After fitness values are assigned deterministically to each individual, the roulettewheel selection operator chooses two individuals to be the candidate parents. A
random number generator plays this role by generating two special numbers, of
which both will choose one individual. For two consecutive similar numbers, the
first number is kept while the second number is collected by repeating the
generator. A clear picture is shown in Figure 3.26.
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Figure 3.26 Selection Operator

From these two parents, crossover takes place and elements of the new individual
are divided into three elements (two points). The first elements are gathered from
parent one, the second elements are gathered from parent two, and the rest are
from parent one. The total number of elements to be picked is determined by a
random number generator. Figure 3.27 below illustrates the crossover procedure.
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Figure 3.27 Crossover Operator

The level of confidence of a new individual to be mutated is more than 82 percent.
This means that there is still a small chance for the new individual not to be
mutated, i.e., remain the same. Once the mutation operator is brought into action,
the probability of one gene being mutated is maintained up to 25 percent, which
means that only five genes from the individual’s total would be mutated. The
mutation procedure is undergone by perturbing the corresponding gene with a
constant value and it involves two main elements: the first consists of two random
number generators, and the second is an array of constant values. The first random
generator determines which elements of the new individual are to be mutated and
the second generator is used to select which constant values are to be used. After
being perturbed, the fifth new genes are placed into an array and the rest of the
genes are taken from the original individual which is not mutated. Figure 3.28
below reflects this mutation procedure.
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Original Twenty-Gene Individual

I ~!

Element from Parent 1

]

Element from Parent 2

Array of Twelve Constant Values

] Genes Affected by Mutation

Figure 3.28 Mutation Procedure

This new individual is then evaluated through the Domain Range Prover to
determine whether it will be sent to the walking engine, or will be rejected. If it
meets the criteria and is not rejected, the walking engine will execute the walking
parameters introduced by that individual. The robot walks in a certain distance
marked by two coloured objects at each end point. The robot has to walk two laps
across the soccer field in order to alleviate noisy measurement as most literature
has suggested iterating the trial. The average speed resulting from these laps is
then compared with the speed of twelve individuals in the current population; the
least fit individual will be discarded and replaced by this new individual. The
replacement criteria merely assess new individuals to be inserted to the population
based on the resultant speed, while the stability, which is implemented implicitly
in the Domain Range Prover and the Database History, no longer plays a role. In
addition, the judgment of discarding an old individual disregards its relationship
with the newcomer individual. After being placed in the population, the new
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individual is assigned the same fitness value as the previous individual which has
been replaced, and the process is then repeated.

3.2.2 Domain Range Prover
The Domain Range Prover maps implicitly another objective of the learning, that
is, stability. There are two values which represent this mapping process: the
tolerant-threshold values and the divergent-threshold value. Ultimately, this block
section will assign an authority to the new individual to be sent to the walking
engine. Once the authority is given, the individual will be sent to the robot joints
to be executed, if not it will be rejected. The mechanisms are illustrated in Figure
3.29, below.

New Twenty-Gene Individual
First Stage Experiment

Online-Evaluation

Tolerant-Threshold

Divergent-Threshold

Database History

Authorized Individual

Second Stage Experiment

Figure 3.29 Domain Range Prover

The tolerant-threshold values contain specific constant values which ensure that
each gene of an offspring contains no invalid parameters. These values were
collected from the first stage experiment through the on-line evaluation. The
pseudo code of these values can be seen in the next figure.
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IF parameter_l LESS THAN safe region
THEN

parameter_l EQUAL TO safe region value_l

IF parameter_2 LESS THAN safe region
THEN

parameter_2 EQUAL TO safe region value_2

IF parameter_3 LESS THAN safe region
THEN parameter_3 EQUAL TO safe region value_3

Figure 3.30 Tolerant-Threshold Values

The elements of divergent-threshold values are gathered from n best individuals
resulting from the first stage of the experiment. Of the total n- individuals, the
deviation value is then calculated. The mathematical equation is expressed below.

o = V|((NIi., (f(XiMf(x-i)) 2)/N)|........... Equation 3.2
where:
a = the deviation value of the population
Xj = the genes locus
x"i = the mean of n number individuals

The function of divergent-threshold value provides a static reference deviation
value and it is formulated from the comparison of the deviation-reference
individual and the temporal-candidate individual.

The deviation-reference individual originates from the deviation value of the
static reference individuals which are the n number of elements in the Database
History. Each gene locus contributes one value and there will be twenty genes
forming this individual. During learning, this individual remains constant.

The temporal-candidate individual is originated from the union of the staticreference individuals and the new individual that needs to be verified. This
temporal-candidate individual contains of twenty genes, which is only applicable
in this process.
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The reference value of diversity constitutes a constant value, ranging from one to
the total number of genes of an individual n. The comparison of the gene’s locus
between the deviation-reference individual and the deviation values of the
temporal-candidate individual will produce number of diversity n. This number of
diversity will then be the deviation reference. Based on the range of this deviation
reference,

the

process

will

propose

either

a

positive

or

a

negative

acknowledgment. If it is a positive acknowledgement, then the new individual
will be sent to the robot joints, otherwise it will be abandoned.

In this experiment, the total number of best individuals will be gathered from all
individuals that contribute to the local minima, which means that the deviationreference individual will be calculated from those individuals using Equation 2.
The genes of the temporal-candidate individual are gathered from n + 1
individuals; n individuals are from the best individuals (‘history’) and one
individual from the new individual which will be verified. The range value of
diversity reference is from one to twenty reflecting the twenty-gene walk
parameters. This evaluation procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.31, below.
New Individual

Static-Reference Individuals

Union
7j 7k

Deviation-Reference Individual

7n 7o

7p 7q

Deviation Value
Generator

\ f

Temporal-Candidate Individual
Comparison
Layer
Acknowledgement
Positive
Negative

Figure 3.31 Divergent Threshold Values Functionality
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An offline-evaluation which simply involves a computer program is carried out to
provide a pre-assessment to the chosen static-reference individuals and the
diversity- reference value. This process simulates the real evaluation of learning in
tie robot and the new individuals that will be assessed are taken from the rest of
tie individuals generated in the first experiment. The evaluation experiments on
various values of diversity reference values and it suggests employing a twelvegene-minimum diversity value.

3.2.3 Database history
The database history contains all individuals with best fitness values which are
collected from the first experiment, and their fitness is solely measured based on
speed. Theoretically, the proposed theorem is described as follows: let gm,n(v,f(xj))
cenotes a specific individual in the history. gm,n represents an individual assigned
with its placement location in the Database History and the data of when this
individual was generated in the first experiment. Variable v represents the fitness
achievement of the individual, that is, the speed measured in centimetres per
second, and function f (xj) denotes a gene locus position of an individual. The
placement of an individual is randomly chosen from the whole n individuals,
regardless of their fitness level. The gathering procedure is that after one run, the
whole individuals are then evaluated. Only n individuals will be retained, and later
put in the database. The selection criteria are the speed, which can be measured
directly, and the stability, which is measured through the aforementioned onlineevaluation. The minimum speed to justify whether an individual will be collected
or not is determined by the average speed of the whole individuals in one run
incorporated with the online-evaluation. After selecting those n candidate history,
the offline-evaluation is carried out. This assessment process constitutes the
element of the Domain Range Prover. After a set of high fitness individuals is
identified and tested, the placement process commences. The procedure randomly
inserts all individuals in arrays, regardless of whether one has a higher fitness over
the other. The first row represents the individual and the column represents the
genes’ locus. For instance, g2 (v, f (xO), will refer to the individual located in the
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second row, and it will show the speed, and the time when it was generated. The
whole set of individuals contributes the static-reference individuals. The structure
of these individuals can be seen in the figure below.
Genes

Individual -> g

jth -Iteration

Speed -> v
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Figure 3.32 Static-Reference Individuals Structure

In the experiment, we choose seven best individuals which are evaluated based on
the criteria mentioned above. These seven best solutions will remain constant as
the reference individual values used to determine the learning process.

3.3

Experim ents

The experiments are divided into two stages and each has different objectives. The
first stage is dedicated to gathering several high fitness individuals based on the
speed criterion and also to run the online evaluation to the whole individuals
generated in one run. It is also to conduct an additional experiment with another
different learning approach dedicated to obtaining comparison data to our
approach. The Figure 3.33 below shows the structure of the entire experiments.
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Figure 3.33 Experiment Stages

Before the experiment commences, the environmental experiment needs to be
installed and this environment setting will remain the same.

3.3.1 Environmental Installation
The learning environment runs in the same settings, and the lighting condition and
the carpet surface are kept the same (static environment). The learning is
conducted on the AIBO ERS-7 and the robot has to walk between two points on
the soccer field as shown in Figure 3.34. Each turning point is marked by a 15 x
25 x 40 centimetre box (width x length x height); the first box is painted purplegreen, and the second is green-purple. This allows the AIBO to detect the end of
the track over which the walk is timed. One lap starts at the first box and finishes
at the second one and each lap represents one trial. One run may contain several
generations and each generation produces one candidate solution which is then
sent to the walking engine to be tested (after getting a positive assignment). The
distance between the boxes is 2.20 metres and the walking distance between the
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two boxes is 1.8 metres. The vision-based colour recognition guides the walking
pathway and the infrared sensors detect whether the robot has reached an end
point which is 25 centimetres from each box. The 25-centimetre distance is used
by the robot as a space in which to turn its body to face the opposite direction. The
whole learning process is run on the robot processor and executed on its joints,
and once the learning commences, a human is no longer required to assist in the
process. The process is then monitored in a computer through the robot wireless
communication system.

Turning Point 2

Figure 3.34 Environmental Installation

3.3.2 First Stage Experiment
At this stage, the experiments are conducted using two different searching
algorithms, the first by employing the Hill-Climbing search and the second by
using the Evolutionary Algorithm (GA-based).

For the Hill-Climbing search experiment, the terms used in EA are employed to
facilitate understanding of the learning process. Thirty-six parameters acting as
genes are used to represent the individual. Arrays of minimum and maximum
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values are set to each of the genes and the initialisation of the learning
incorporates only one individual and two arrays of thirty six constant values. The
total trial per generation is limited to two laps and the average speed is then
calculated.

The learning commences with the introduction of a constant value which will later
be increased or decreased. A count-up constant value governs the learning by
increasing the counting linearly and it will halt once the maximum value is
reached. Similarly, a count-down constant value is performed by decreasing the
counting and when it reaches the minimum value, the process will stop. An up and
down counting will occur interchangeably after each counting reaches the
thresholds. For one generation, the initial individual is modified with the two
arrays of constant values. Each candidate individual is sent directly to the walking
engine. If the resulting speed is better than the current individual, the element of
the new individual will replace the previous one, otherwise the same individual
will be modified again through those arrays of constant values and the process is
iterated. An illustration of the learning process can be seen in Figure 3.35, below.
A Thirty-Six-Gene Individual

Maximum

Minimum
Counting
Up ~

Perturbed
Modified
Constant

New Individual Directly Sent
to the Walking Engine
Counting
Down

Array of Constant Values

Figure 3.35 Hill-Climbing Experiment
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After running the experiment, the data was collected and evaluated. This
experiment lasted for one run and the experiment continued with the EA
approach.

For the EA-based learning, the standard GA, which has been explained in section
3.2.1, is employed, but the element of the Domain Range Prover and the Database
History are excluded. The learning process is illustrated in the Figure 3.36, below.

Initial Population

Fitness Assignment
Roulette-Wheel Selection
Parent 1

Parent 2
Two-Point Crossover
Offspring

New Candidate Solution
Executed
Walking Engine

Figure 3.36 GA-based Learning Experiment

As previously, the learning was conducted for one run and the results of the whole
generations were then evaluated. This evaluation process produced the elements
of the Database History and also information of the online-evaluation results of
each individual in the Domain Range Prover.

3.3.3 Second Stage Experiment
Having described previously that the objective is to achieve a faster convergence
which incorporates the elements of speed, stability and the absence of invalid
parameters, the learning introduces two important properties of our proposed
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learning approach, the Database History and the Domain Range Prover. All the
learning properties are described in the table below.

Robot Parameters

Domain Range Prover

Genetic Properties

Representation

Genes

Initial Population

Fitness
Assignemnt

Selection

Crossover

Mutation

TolerantThreshold

DivergentThreshold

Real-Valued

20

12 Individuals

Deterministic

RouletteWheel

Two-Point

25%

4 Values

>= 10

Database
History

7 Individuals

Table 3.2 Elements of the Learning Approach

From the table above, it can be seen that the new individual, which is integrated in
the temporal-candidate individual, should have a minimum twelve-gene diversity
value compared to the deviation-reference individual, otherwise it will receive a
negative assignment, which means the individual will be abandoned. In contrast,
if a new individual gets a positive assignment, it will be sent to the robot walking
engine to be executed.

The value of the twelve-gene diversity is obtained through the offline-evaluation
and then an evaluation directly on the robot by allowing several generations to
run. Both evaluations suggest the twelve-gene diversity will maintain and lead the
learning results to favourable solutions. Regardless of a positive or negative
assignment, the learning process is then iterated until it produces the framed
optimal solutions.
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Chapter 4 Experimental Results and Analysis
As being mentioned previously, this chapter provides analysis of the experimental
results which are divided into two sections. The first section is dedicated to results
obtained in the first stage and the second section to the implementation of the
proposed learning.

The first experiment allows for two different learning approaches to be carried
out, the Hill-Climbing search and the standard Genetic Algorithm, and the second
experiment is our proposed learning approach, Directed Evolutionary Algorithm
Learning - DEAL, which is evaluated relative to the results of the first experiment.
The learning environment remains the same and it is not necessary to be exact in
providing a uniform test bed to the comparative learning approaches and the
proposed learning itself. The series graphs in Figures 4.37, 4.38, 4.39, 4.40, 4.41,
4.42, 4.43, 4.44 and 4.45 illustrate the fitness landscape of the learning process
and the overall performance of each generation.

4.1

First stage of the Experiment

This stage is devoted to collecting comparison data and conducting the onlineevaluation. The analysis is divided into two categories: the first, the Hill-Climbing
search and the standard GA, and the second, the pre-evaluation of the standard
GA itself which will be extended later to the proposed learning method, ‘Directed
Evolutionary Algorithm Learning - DEAL’. The three-dimensional graphs
illustrate the fitness landscape of each learning result and two major axes; the xaxis labeled Speed represents the resulting speed in cm/s and the z-axis labeled
Generation defines generation time (-th), while the y-axis labeled Region signifies
the region over the whole generations. The coordinates are in the Cartesian plot
and its mathematical function refers to the equation below.
Generation (-th) - f (Speed, Region)........... Equation 4.3
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4.1.1 The Hill-Climbing Search
The Hill-Climbing search experiment allows 108 generations which results in 108
candidate solutions being produced. The generations are divided into three
segments: the first with the count-up constant value, the second with the count
down constant value and the last with the count-up constant value.
Figures 4.37 to 4.40 illustrate the fitness landscape of the experiment on the Hill
Climbing search.

36.il

speed

Figure 4.37 A Count-Up Constant Hill-Climbing Search

From the figure above, the orange-coloured region shows the fitness landscape of
the first segment. The learning commences at a speed of about 32 cm/s and it
evolves through several generations until the 36th generation; the result stays
below 36 cm/s. One generation achieves the highest speed value, 36 cm/s, and it is
considered as the highest local maximum. The learning starts to slow down once
the count-up constant gets closer to its maximum value. The overall landscape
poses several local optima and the learning trend tends to increase, but slowly and
monotonically.
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Figure 4.38 A Count-Down Hill-Climbing Search

Figure 4.38 illustrates the fitness landscape of the second segment and the bluecoloured region plots clearly how the candidate individuals are being generated
through generations. The learning is governed by the count-down constant and it
stops once the minimum value is obtained. Unlike the first section, at this stage
the learning seems to produce a flatter landscape and the resulting speed tends to
decrease over generations. The fitness landscape contains several local optima and
several local minima and it achieves the lowest value of a local minimum, with
the resulting speed falling below 31 cm/s. These local minima may cause
significant harm to the robot joints. By the end of the section, the generations
manage to recover to the average resulting speed, around 35 cm/s.
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Figure 4.39 A Count-Up Hill-Climbing Search

The fitness landscape of the last section is illustrated in Figure 4.39. As
previously, the minimum constant value has been achieved and the learning is
then governed by a count-up value. It is initiated with several local minima and
reaches the lowest peak at below 32 cm/s, which is the value of a local minimum
for this region. The learning then recovers and achieves the highest speed at above
37 cm/s. The generations then produce no increase in the resulting speed and the
fitness landscape fluctuates at the speed of around 37 cm/s. The graph tends to
remain constant as the learning approaches the maximum constant value.
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Figure 4.40 Overall Performance of the Hill-Climbing Search
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Figure 4.40 illustrates the overall achievement of the learning process. At the
initial stage, the learning produces a favourable fitness landscape and the learning
then suffers a downfall by producing several local minima with one local
minimum achieving the lowest value at about 30.4 cm/s. At the last stage, the
learning produces no further advancement on the resulting speed due to the
monotonic fashion of the search. Overall, it shows that the learning tends to
increase gradually; however, it requires a considerable number of generations to
produce the highest quality high fitness individuals. Hence, the greater the number
of generations the more time will be required to carry out the learning process,
which will later impact upon the hardware issue.

4.1.2 The Standard GA Experiments
The fitness landscape of the Standard GA experiment is shown in Figures 4.41,
4.42 and 4.43, and the overall speed-based performance is illustrate in Figure
4.44.

Figure 4.41 Standard Genetic Algorithm (1 - 34 Generations)
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Figure 4.41 depicts the generations at the first segment of the learning process.
The region is limited to 34 generations with the starting speed resulting at around
30cm/s. There is a gradual decrease over all generations and there exist two
lowest values of local minima, the 36th and 31st generations with the resulting
speed around 25 cm/s. This trend remains until the learning produces the 34th
individuals, at the resulting speed of around 27 cm/s. The overall resulting speed
suggests that the learning tends to produce less fit individuals and some
individuals raise issues about invalid parameters.

Speed (cm/s)

Figure 4.42 Standard Genetic Algorithm (35-71 Generations)

The next segment of the learning process is depicted in Figure 4.42 above and its
elements are collected from the 35th to 37th generations. As the learning
increases, two high peaks which are considered as local maxima are produced.
The generations then suffer from a decrease and converge to an uphill slope at the
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speed of 24.6 cm/s. The overall implication is that the learning tends to evolve
towards unfavourable solutions as less fit individuals are being produced.

The last segment, shown in Figure 4.43, contains the evolution process of 36
generations, from the 72nd to the 107th generation. The fitness landscape is
fluctuative and at about the 83rd generation, the learning obtains a local maximum
with the highest fitness value at around 36 cm/s. At later generations, however,
the learning obtains the lowest fitness value below 20 cm/s before the learning
stops.

Figure 4.43 Standard Genetic Algorithm (72-107 Generations)

The overall learning process tends to move toward a lesser fitness region. The
more learning occurs, the more similarity among parents is produced.
Furthermore, the exploration feature which is administered by a low-probability
mutation operator does not provide any new or improved possibility. As a result,
the learning keeps exploiting solutions which may not contain higher fitness.
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Figure 4.44 shows the performance of the learning and the solid line describes the
downward trend of the resulting speed.
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Figure 4.44 Overall Performances of the Standard GA Experiment

4.1.3 Pre-evaluation of the Standard GA Experiments
For the purposes of the offline-evaluation and the online-evaluation, another GAbased experiment is conducted. Based on these evaluation criteria, we propose the
seven high fitness generations which are collected from several local optima.
These seven individuals are shown in the figure below.
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Figure 4.45 Seven Best Individuals

These individuals are then inserted into the Database History as the staticreference individuals and their further evaluation result, which is the deviationreference individual, is placed into the Domain Range Prover. Table 4.3 lists all
the elements of static-reference and deviation-reference individuals.
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Criteria
Speed (cm/s)
Gene Locus
f(xl)
f(x2)

Generation
2

20

47

50

56

82

95

36.05

34.04

32.65

35.45

35.24

34.89

33.35

Deviation-Reference
Individual (c)

98.050

98.050

98.050

98.050

98.050

98.050

98.050

0.000

118.087

118.087

118.087

121.387

118.087

115.087

118.087

1.685

f(x3)
f(x4)
f(x5)
f(x6)
f(x7)

32.088

35.588

32.088

28.388

32.088

32.088

32.098

1.925

8.150

11.650

8.150

9.900

8.150

8.150

8.150

1.275

10.000

10.000

11.750

11.750

10.000

0.000

10.000

4.888

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

58.716

11.650

51.760

65.150

58.716

61.716

58.716

4.549

f(x8)
f(x9)
f(xlO)

31.660

28.160

29.910

29.910

29.910

29.910

29.910

0.935

2.451

2.351

2.351

2.201

2.301

2.501

2.601

0.124

13.164

13.164

13.164

13.314

13.164

13.564

13.164

0.141

f(xll)
f(xl2)
f(xl3)
f(xl4)
f(xl5)
f(xl6)
f(xl7)
f(xl8)

0.230

1.670

0.630

0.230

2.530

0.630

0.630

0.789

6.711

4.011

6.311

6.711

6.311

6.311

6.311

0.869

22.065

24.365

22.065

22.065

19.765

26.665

24.365

2.078

105.590

105.590

105.590

103.290

96.490

105.590

115.590

5.180

117.120

112.520

114.820

117.120

119.320

112.520

119.820

2.765

106.340

106.240

106.240

106.340

106.240

108.540

98.540

2.946

113.937

116.237

113.937

111.637

113.937

113.937

116.237

1.469

6.670

4.370

4.370

6.670

6.670

5.870

6.670

1.004

1.931

1.931

1.781

1.931

0.052

3.044

3.044

3.044

3.044

0.000

f(xl9)

1.931

1.931

1.931

f(x20)

3.044

3.044

3.044

Table 4.3 Static-Reference and Deviation-Reference Individuals

The pre-evaluation comprises the offline- and online-evaluation processes and the
results are dedicated to the Database History and the Data Range Prover.
Referring to Figure 4.45 and Table 4.3, seven selected individuals gathered from
various locations of the fitness landscape are displayed, along with their resulting
speed. The minimum speed requirement is 32 cm/s and the criterion of whether
their genes do not contain any invalid parameters also plays an important role in
the selection process. The evaluation is carried out on the results of the second
experiment of the GA-based learning.
The first generation is excluded from the evaluation process due to its noisy
fitness, as the learning is at the initialisation stage. A high fitness individual is first
obtained through the second generation with the resulting speed of 36.05 cm/s,
and this individual is then selected as the first element of the static-reference
individuals. After achieving a high fitness individual, the learning suffers from a
remarkable degradation and touches a lowest fitness value below 27 cm/s. At this
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stage, no higher fitness solutions are being produced and the offline-evaluation
promotes delaying the selection of individuals until the learning recovers from
this degradation. The second individual to be selected is the 20th individual and
this is a local maximum solution as several of the next generations’ results are
significantly degraded. The third to seventh individuals to be selected are
originated from several local maxima: 47th, 50th, 56th, 82nd and 95th
generations. After the whole set elements of the static-reference individuals are
collected, the deviation values of each gene are then calculated based on Equation
3.2 and the results constitute a twenty-gene individual called a deviation-reference
individual.

4.2

Implementation of the Proposed Directed Learning-based EA

The evaluation at this stage is dedicated to obtaining the diversity-reference value.
The process is initiated by the comparison of the deviation-reference individual
with other individuals which are not selected to be the elements of the staticreference individuals. Under the same gene locus, the comparison takes place and
any gene which exceeds the deviation-reference individual will constitute the total
diversity that needs to be assigned to the diversity-reference value. This
evaluation process suggests that having more diversity will increase the resulting
fitness of generations.

The Directed Evolutionary Algorithm Learning - DEAL converges before the
robot shuts down due to wear and tear. Figures 4.45 and 4.46 illustrate the fitness
landscape of the generation and the overall speed performance of the learning
process. The diversity-reference value is obtained through two different scenarios
of test cases. The first case uses the offline-evaluation and it is tested directly on
the robot. The results of the evaluation are shown in Tables 4.4 and 4.5, below.
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Generation

89

100

8

24

37

78

31

70

71

45

38

0
1.576
1.894
1.237
5.224
0
4.746
0.875
0.117
0.134
0.745
1.066
1.992
4.846
2.625
2.933
1.971
0.973
0.05
0
7
4

0
1.909
2.172
1.237
4.77
0.579
4.606
1.781
0.136
0.447
1.952
0.815
2.629
6.057
4.064
3.172
2.617
1.477
0.055
0.132

0
1.578
2.172
1.218
5.224
0
4.522
1.781
0.136
0.4
1.952
0.815
2.19
6.057
4.064
3.172
2.617
2.12
0.075
0

0
1.709
2.172
1.218
5.224
0
4.261
0.875
0.117
0.134
0.745
0.816
1.992
5.904
2.853
3.59
2.99
0.973
0.075
0

1.984
2.141
1.838
1.423
5.224
1.521
4.606
1.781
0.136
0.447
1.952
0.815
2.19
6.057
4.064
3.172
2.617
1.383
0.075
0

0
1.576
1.894
1.237
5.224
0
4.746
1.049
0.117
0.134
0.745
0.816
1.992
4.846
2.855
2.803
1.521
0.973
0.075
0

0.579
1.576
1.894
1.237
5.224
0
4.746
1.451
0.117
0.134
0.745
0.816
1.992
4.846
2.625
2.766
1.379
1.066
0.075
0

2.563
2.141
2.034
1.423
5.224
1.521
4.606
1.781
0.136
0.447
0.745
0.815
2.629
6.057
4.064
3.172
2.617
2.12
0.088
0.132

0.579
1.576
1.801
1.237
5.224
0.579
4.746
0.875
0.117
0.134
0.745
0.816
1.992
4.915
2.625
2.933
1,521
0.973
0.05
0

0.579
1.576
2.034
1.423
5.224
1.521
4.606
1.781
0.117
0.134
0.99
0.816
1.992
4.915
2.625
2.933
1.521
0.973
0.05
0

16

13

8

17

6

6

18

5

9

39

29

26

30

0
1.576
1.894
1.237
5.224
0.579
4.746
1.049
0.117
0.134
0.745
1.066
1.992
4.846
2.855
2.766
1.379
1.066
0.05
0
4
7

0
1.576
1.894
1.218
5.224
0
4.746
1.049
0.117
0.134
0.777
1.663
2.282
4.846
2.625
2.766
1.521
0.973
0.075
0

0
1.709
2.172
1.218
5.224
0
4.52
1.049
0.117
0.134
0.745
0.816
2.282
4.846
2.625
2.933
1.379
0.973
0.05
0

0
1.709
1.801
1.218
5.224
0
5.029
1.049
0.117
0.134
1.245
1.066
1.992
4.846
2.625
2.933
1.521
0.973
0.05
0

7

5

Gene Locus

W)
m
f(x3)
f(x4)
f(x5)
f(x6)
f(x7)
f(i8)
f(x9)
f(xlO)
f(xll)
f(xl2)
f(xl3)
f(xl4)
f(xl5)
f(xl6)
f(xl7)
f(xl8)
f(xl9)
f(x20)
Values
Speed
Percentage

0
1.576
1.894
1.218
5.224
0
4.746
0.875
0.117
0.134
0.745
0.816
1.992
4.846
2.855
2.766
1.521
0.973
0.05
0

25.71 27.03 26.18 27.12 25.84 26.85 31.11 28.93 30.05 30.21 28.78 27.32 31.38 25.89 30.23
20% 35% 35% 25% 35% 20% 80% 65% 40% 85% 30% 30% 90% 25% 45%
Table 4.4 Offline-Evaluation for Determining Diversity-Reference Value
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Stage

Initial

Total Diversity Speed (cm/s) Stage

12
11
10
12
12
10
11
11
11
12
12
13
12
10
13
11
11
11
10
10
13
12
13
13
13
13
13
11
13
13
13
12
12
11
13
12

Total Diversity Speed (cm/s) Stage

37.18
30.75
n/a

30.43
29.28
n/a

31.85
31.77
29.37
35.47
35.22
37.23
26.59
n/a

36.48
26.07
35.20
33.35
n/a
n/a

Half

34.79
32.71
34.58
36.05
37.91
36.86
33.95
36.88
37.24
37.28
36.54
35.11
34.18
35.10
36.76
35.03

12
11
13
11
11
12
13
13
13
11
13
12
13
13
13
13
11
13
12
12
12
12
13
13
12
13
13
13
12
12
13
12
12
11
12
12

Total Diversity Speed (cm/s)

36.986
36.494
35.614
35.713
34.590
35.303
35.945
34.678
35.537
36.735
35.594
37.951
34.452
36.929
36.125
35.766
36.482
37.210
Final
33.146
35.4421
34.972
34.892
37.064
36.334
36H78

33.510
35.408
34.801
37.079
37.231
35.335
37.020
36.421
34.769
36.602
33.630

12
13
11
13
12
11
12
12
14
12
11
11
12
13
13
13
12
11
12
11
11
13
12
12
12
13
13
10
12
13
12
12
11
12
11
13

34.06
35.10
36.59
36.44
37.77
34.89
36.16
35.12
34.25
34.90
34.51
36.18
35.37
33.82
36.08
35.25
35.06
37.30
34.09
33.79
35.52
36.05
36.05
36.60
35.95
35.46
34.68
n/a

35.71
35.34
35.05
35.95
35.05
33.27
35.00
35.02

Table 4.5 Diversity-Reference Value Evaluation

An experiment to evaluate various divergent-reference values directly on the
robot is then carried out and the results are shown in Table 4.5. The minimum
diversity to be chosen is eleven-gene diversity and the evolution is allowed to
evolve until about 108 generations.

Overall, five groups were used to classify all individuals resulting from the
experiment. The classification is based on the assignment results by which
individuals that have more than a ten-gene diversity will be rewarded with a
positive assignment, otherwise a negative assignment will be given. In the first
group, there are six individuals with ten-gene diversity; the second group has
twenty four individuals with eleven-gene diversity; the third group contains thirty
nine individuals with twelve-gene diversity; the fourth group consists of thirty
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eight individuals with thirteen-gene diversity; and the last group contains only one
individual with fourteen-gene diversity. It is obvious that individuals with a
negative assignment will be rejected while the positive ones will be sent to the
walking engine.

The average speed of various gene diversity values is shown in Table 4.6.
Group

1
2
3
4
5

Gene Diversity

Total Individuals

Average Speed (cm/s)

10
11
12
13
14

6
24
39
38
1

n/a
34.33
35.02
35.77
34.25

Table 4.6 Average Speed of Various Number of Gene Diversity

Table 4.6 depicts the average resulting speed of each group. By starting from the
second group, the average speed is higher than the fifth group; however, one
individual obtains the lowest speed among those individuals, 26.07 cm/s. The
third and fourth groups demonstrate the highest fitness achievement and the
majority of individuals are above 35 cm/s.

The fifth group does not truly

represent the performance of fourteen-gene diversity; however, its individual
achieves a higher fitness value assignment than the lowest fit individual generated
in the second group. In other words, the individual of the fifth group does not
constitute any local minimum or global minimum in relation to the fitness
landscape.

It is worth bearing in mind that the diversity-reference value should be capable of
preventing local or global minima being generated as they may contain invalid
parameters. Also, the value of diversity determines the exploration-exploitation
capability of the learning approach. The lower the diversity value, the higher the
effect of early homogeneity among individuals while the higher the diversity
value the higher the chance of losing good parents’ components. In summary,
from the pre-evaluation process, the twelve-gene diversity may play a role in
preventing or at least reducing the chance of individuals which may contain
invalid parameters and at the same time maintaining the exploration-exploitation
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capability of the search. With the compilation of all elements of the proposed
learning, the learning experiment to evaluate its performance is then carried out.

The last experiment with the twelve-gene-minimum diversity value concludes the
whole process and the results can be seen in the Figures 4.46 and 4.47, below.

Figure 4.46 Fitness Landscape of the Directed Learning-based EA method

The experiment on the proposed learning which is allowed to evolve to the mid
way of the previous GA-based experiments succeeds in converging to the highest
fitness solution. From Figure 4.46, the fitness landscape tends to swing from one
local minimum to another local maximum at the first half and second half of the
region; however, it does not produce any remarkable fluctuation to the whole
fitness landscape.
The overall speed performance of the learning is shown in Figure 4.47. It can be
inferred that the evolution process iterates for less than 45 individuals. There
exists one lowest value of local minimum at the 18th generation with a recorded
speed of 32.5 cm/s. At the 23rd generation, the fitness value achieves the highest
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value of local maximum, 39.8 cm/s, and the learning results then incline
gradually.
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Figure 4.47 Speed Performance

Of those three different learning approaches, the Hill-Climbing Search, the
standard GA and our proposed EA-based approach, it can be seen that the
convergence to best solutions in fitness-driven search occurs above 50
generations, while the standard GA requires 80 generations in order to converge to
the best fitness solution. In the proposed EA-based approach, the best solution
converges at the 24th generation which takes place in less than 30 minutes. In
addition, the resulting fitness value is the highest among the three approaches.
This is a significantly faster convergence compared to the other approaches, and
gives rise to a favourable outcome, i.e., less wear and tear, and hence a longer
deployment life of a robot. In other words, not only is a robot walk generated, but
the robot experiences less wear and tear in the learning process. It is hardly
desirable for a robot to be worn out simply through the learning task.

The two major features, the Database History and the Domain Range Prover, have
played important roles in maintaining the exploration-exploitation capability of
the learning process. Hence, the non-monotonic learning is performed within the
proposed EA-based learning while maintaining the direction of the search space
towards more local maxima and reducing the chance of local minima being
generated.
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It is concluded that the proposed learning ‘DEAL’ requires only a short time to
converge to the best solution and at the same time it reduces the effect of wear
and tear.

On a smaller scale, such as robot soccer, and on a larger scale of

application employing learning approaches,

we are

confident that this

achievement has enriched the knowledge of learning. In addition, the results of the
learning method will be beneficial to the UTS Unleashed team in order to increase
their competitiveness in the robot soccer domain in the future. Furthermore, this
learning approach is certainly applicable to any other legged robot, and as stated
previously, we will extend this approach and implement it on the humanoid robot.

The next chapter concludes the study outcome and provides an insight to future
work and further advancement of the proposed EA-based learning method.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter is dedicated to concluding the study outcomes, addressing some
advancement to the proposed DEAL method, and also to providing an insight into
future experiments on the humanoid robot including the current stage of the
research.

5.1 Conclusions
In this thesis the focus is on the learning to walk task for legged robots in which
we propose a Directed Evolutionary Algorithm Learning method - the DEAL
approach. The approach spotlights the importance of directing the learning
process, which in contrast with the standard evolutionary algorithm; the learning
evolves by merely using the objective function with no derivatives or auxiliary
information being involved. The process of directing the learning in the DEAL
approach relies on the exploitation of auxiliary information which is derived from
learning experience.

The objective of the DEAL method is to reduce the wear and tear on the robot
through directing the learning process. The learning scenario utilises the robot’s
learning experience to supervise the learning process - the robot’s learning
experience guided search - which is aimed to converge towards a framed optimal
solution in a shorter period of learning time. The framed optimal solution lies in a
particular region in the global search space which is framed by the previous robot
learning experience or history - framed region. In practical, the process involves
the maintenance of the framed region in the search space and the evolutionary
algorithm learning technique then finds the local optimal solution inside this
region.

Like all learning techniques used to develop walking gaits, the implementation of
the DEAL method decomposed two major aspects of the task. The first is the
hardware aspect of the robot, which consists of several actuators acting on the
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joints, and the second is the machine learning which mainly concerns the
optimisation aspect. An ultimate challenge faced in this task is the hardware
restriction where the robot only has a limited lifespan. By deploying the robot to
perform the task, some of the lifespan will be allocated for learning purpose. Like
all hardware, robots are prone to experiencing in wear and tear. The more
excessive the motion the more significant the effect of hardware issues,
particularly wear and tear. Hence, a major motivation of directing the learning
process is to reduce the significant impact of robot wear and tear during the
learning phase.

It can be seen from the previous chapter that among the Hill-Climbing Search, the
standard GA and our proposed EA-based approach, DEAL, the convergence to
best solutions in fitness-driven search occurs above 50 generations, while the
standard GA requires 80 generations. In the DEAL, the best solution is obtained at
the 24th generation which occures in less than 30 minutes. In addition, the
resulting fitness value is the highest among those three approaches. This is a
significant achievement compared to the other approaches, and gives rise to a
favourable outcome, i.e., less wear and tear, and hence a longer deployment life
of a robot.

The results have shown that the goal in the learning to walk task is not necessarily
to achieve the global optimum in a complete single run of generations in which
the robot is required to be deployed for a longer time. Rather, they draw attention
to the importance of how to optimise the achievement within a short time. As a
result, the robot’ deployment time is minimised by evaluating a relatively small
number of candidate solutions which potentially offer higher fitness values.

Thus, with a faster convergence to the framed optimal solutions, the robot
deployment time at the learning stage decreases and this therefore leads to the
increase of robot productivity through the enhancement of the robot’s lifespan to
perform other tasks.
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5.2 DEAL Method Advancement
After being evaluated, our proposed learning method, DEAL, successfully
converged to the highest value of local minimum in the shortest run relative to
existing methods. However, there is still an open issue of advancing this learning
method in solving the problems.

There are several possible advancements to the new DEAL method and they are
identified as follows:
1.

After converging to the highest local minimum, the learning no longer
produces any improvement. At this stage, the exploration capability, which
relies on the mutation operator, cannot explore any further possible fitness
individuals due to their low probability. This mutation operator can be altered
by introducing the self-adaptation capability, or mutation could be forced to
play

a

more

significant

exploration

by

increasing

its

probability

corresponding to the current situation of individuals. In other words, mutation
is not necessarily acting merely as a background operator, but it could be used
to play a more proactive role in the learning.
2.

There is a possibility of one high fitness individual generated from the
previous selection process being replaced with another new individual with a
slightly higher fitness. Hence, the chance of survival of the best individual is
relatively low in some cases. One possible way to overcome this problem is
by inducing the self-scaling history technique. The current achievement in
EA-based learning generally relies on a fixed value of how long one
individual can last in the population. This new feature will be our later
advancement in the DEAL method. The scaling method will determine the
lifetime of high fitness individuals. Its value will be the proportion of the
corresponding individual fitness value to the overall fitness of all individuals
in the same population. The higher the fitness value, the higher the chance to
remain in the population.
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3.

The offline-evaluation may incorporate a simulation in evaluating the fixed
value of the diversity-reference. This simulation is solely applicable for the
diversity-reference value. Hence, the final evaluation does not only involve a
direct test on the robot but also a simulation system.

4.

In determining an initial population, human designer involvement needs to be
reduced by allowing the mutation operator to explore new individuals and
collect them in one population before commencing the learning process.
However, the generation of these individuals should be under some
constraints that prevent any individual which contains plausible invalid
parameters from being inserted into the initial population. This generation
stage need not necessarily involve the robot, but may solely be incorporated
with a computer simulation to monitor and evaluate the resulting individuals.

5.

To increase efficiency, the learning procedure can be carried out using
parallel mechanisms and initiated with several initial populations. One or
more individuals, which will be sent to the walking engine, are then selected
based on the diversity-reference criterion.

5.3 Bipedal Robots
In earlier chapters, it has been mentioned that developing a walking-based
locomotion for legged-robots is far more complicated compared with a wheeledbased locomotion for mobile robots. As the previous experiment employed the
four-legged AIBO Sony Robot, so the future work will utilise the BIOLOID
humanoid robot. In addition, further implementation may involve the NAO robot
platform. The complexity of generating walking gaits increases as fewer legs are
used to support the whole body. Hence, maintaining the stability becomes a major
challenge as the robot may easily fall over during the walk.

The next sub-sections focus on how DEAL approach can be applied to humanoid
robot platform. Some important factors related to developing gaits for humanoid
robots which are identified in the literature are also presented, followed by the
physical infrastructure of the BIOLOID humanoid robot.
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5.3.1 Implementation of DEAL onto Humanoid Robot Platform
In DEAL implementation, the procedure can be divided into two categories
described as follows:
1. Hardware-related
Upper Limbs
Robot joints which are situated at the upper limbs, generally, play a role as
substitution elements in maintaining the balance. There is no direct
interaction with the ground.
Lower Limbs
All joints located at the lower body part play a major role in forming walking
gaits. Generating the locus gaits must consider the placement of centre of
gravity of the robot. Hence, all joints at this area must be well-planned
otherwise robot will fall over easily.
2. Learning-related
Representation
All parameters are represented in real numbers representation, however,
within sufficient time; different representation can be applied as to increase
level of confidentiality in the research outcomes.
Obtaining Initial Population
As the complexity of maintaining body balance during walking, at the same
time more joints need to be controlled and synchronised. All joints can be
divided into two divisions, the first is joints which are situated at the lower
limbs and second, joints which are located at the upper limbs. The whole
joints constitute genes’ elements forming one individual. Previously, we
involved twelve individual in one initial population, but in the humanoid
platform, we will modify total elements of the initial population.
GA operators
Selection-Mutation-Crossover operators will play a major role in modifying
candidate solutions and selecting the best candidate solutions to be evaluated
on the robot.
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Other elements of DEAL technique will be implemented accordingly and
several advancements which have been mentioned within early part of this
chapter will applied as well.
3. Software Environment Structure
The software structure contains of two main parts, which are:
- Main
This part mainly plays a major role as the master mind of the robot. The
learning will be initiated in here whether the static learning or active
learning is run. Static learning is similar to our learning phase in the
previous experiment on the SONY AIBO Robot in which robot only
undertake learning procedure. Active learning is the advancement of our
method where the robot is required to performing one task while trying to
adapt to the unevenness of the walking terrain.
- Locus Pattern Generator (LPG)
It contains the two binaries, the learning-based DEAL for static
environment and the learning-based DEAL for active learning.
- Walking Engine
It is responsible for mapping the locus gaits generated from LPG into
parameters.

These parameters are then distributed to each joint

accordingly.

5.3.2 Literature-based Research on a Walking Humanoid Robot
Current studies in robotics demonstrate an increasing trend towards the
coexistence of humans and robots in society, and this means that the study of
humanoid robots is of particular significance. The environments where humans
usually deal with different conditions of terrain, particularly uneven terrain, e.g.,
stairs, have made the task difficult to solve. It is a prerequisite for a robust
humanoid robot to have a walking capability on such terrain in order to coexist in
human society. Research efforts have been dedicated to address the issue and
different perspectives have been presented. There are four major aspects that have
been actively studied regarding developing a walking humanoid robot.
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Balance
During a walk, there are three major factors which make maintaining the balance
a challenging task.
o

Humanoid robots have only one foot on the ground as they transfer their
weight from one foot to the other (Lim, Yamamoto & Takanishi 2000).

o

Body balance is affected by gravity and body weight. It determines the
position of the body pressure and body mass (Popovic, Engleheart & Hen2004).

o

The existence of even and uneven terrains (Takubo, Inoue & Arai 2005).

Physical forces
Dynamic forces, such as forces acting on the robot foot sole, i.e., friction between
the sole and the surface, and forces acting at each robot joint, i.e., motor torque,
contribute to the Zero Moment Point (ZMP) of the robot (Vukobratovic &
Boro vac 2004).
Energy consumption
Efficiency is strongly related to how optimally each motor joint consumes energy
during a walking task (Wyeth, Kee & Yik 2003).
The nature of the walking pattern
This aspect concerns the continuity of the walk (Fukuda, Komata & Arakawa
1997) and the human-like walking gaits (Vaughn 2003).

These different approaches have contributed greatly to the field; however, in
relation to our focus on the hardware aspects of robot, we can hardly find any
study above that addresses the need to minimise robot wear and tear. Wear and
tear not only exists at the learning phase, but also during the deployment of the
robot, including the performing tasks. Hence, it is crucial to reduce the impact of
robot wear and tear at any time.

In relation to this approach and our current research achievement, the scope of the
future study will be expanded into three main objectives:
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(i)

Optimising the robot deployment time at the learning phase in order to
minimise the impact of robot wear and tear. These gaits constitute to static
walking gaits.

(ii)

Optimising the walking gaits through adaptation to unevenness of the walk
terrain. These gaits constitute to dynamic walking gaits.

(iii) The realistic nature of the walking gaits. These gaits constitute to
anthropomorphic gaits.

5.3.3 The ‘BIOLOID’ Humanoid Robot
Figure 5.48 depicts the physical characteristics and internal structure of the robot
which consists of 18 joints or DOF (Degrees Of Freedom).
Sensor Module
Distance
Audio (Indicator)
Sound
Light
Wireless Camera (expansion)
6 Axis Gyro (expansion)

DC Servo Module (Dynamixel)
Bilateral servos -> serial bus
UART @ 1Mbps one-wire
RS485
Feedback
Shaft Position
Temperature
Input
Load Voltage)
Wide range motion (0 to 300)

CM-5 Control Board Module
ATMega 128 @ 16 MHz
31/0
128 KB Flash memory
Wireless communication
Wireless Communication
(ZigBee)
PC control
USB2Dynamixel

Figure 5.48 BIOLOID Humanoid Robot

Typically, the whole robot body is divided into two parts: the upper limbs include
the torso, head and arms, and the lower limbs include the waist, knee, and feet. Of
all the robot joints, ten joints, which are located in the lower limbs, directly
constitute the walking parameters.
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5.3.4 Research Stages
Future work will address the identified challenges using the BIOLOID platform,
for which several preliminary walks have been developed which will be improved
for a range of terrain using the new DEAL method. The experiments will be
further applied to the new NAO humanoid robot which has been found to suffer
from significant wear and tear. Figure 5.49 below shows the complete stages of
the research.

Figure 5.49 Research Stages for Humanoid Robot Platform

The fourth research actions identified above are applied to both robot platform
and currently, the first and second actions have been achieved.
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The robot platform currently being used is the BIOLOID, and in the preliminary
results, the study has obtained a set of initial population of walking parameters.
Eighteen individuals constitute to the initial population, and each individual which
corresponds to the robot joints is represented in real numbers.

Thus, the implementation of our proposed DEAL learning method within different
robot platforms will eventually promote the importance of addressing the impact
of robot wear and tear.
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